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1. PURPOSE 
 
                            Innovative….Committed….Inspired  “Learning Pathways to the Future” 
 
Upper Coomera State College is committed to providing high quality learning outcomes for all students. 
 
This policy applies to all staff and students at Upper Coomera State College.  It provides direction for the development,  
administration, and reporting of curriculum, pedagogy, student assessment and outcomes.  Adherence to this policy will ensure that 
students are treated consistently, fairly and equitably when preparing for and completing assessment tasks.   
 
2. CURRICULUM 
 
The curriculum at Upper Coomera State College is based around three key areas which provide clear guidelines regarding curriculum 
content and assessment techniques: 

 The Australian Curriculum framework for Prep to Year 10; 

 Queensland Curriculum and Assessment Authority (QCAA) syllabuses; and 

 Nationally recognised Vocational Education and Training (VET) packages. 
 
Australian Curriculum 
 
The Australian Curriculum, Assessment and Reporting Authority (ACARA) is responsible for the development of the national curriculum, 
administration of national assessments and associated reporting on schooling in Australia.  ACARA provides curriculum from Prep to 
Year 12.  Teachers at Upper Coomera State College directly use Australian Curriculum to plan and deliver units of work and 
assessment from Prep to Year 10. 
 
Deputy Principals in Junior, and Heads of Department in Secondary work with teachers to develop unit plans and assessment that 
allow students to demonstrate the ACARA achievement standards described for the subject and year level the unit is being delivered to.  
Unit plans exist for every subject area being delivered from Prep to Year 10.  These must be saved in: 

 For Junior School G:\Coredata\Curriculum\Junior School\Year ….\Relevant KLA\2 Unit Plans 

 For Secondary School G:\Curriculum\TeacherCommon\Secondary School\Faculties\[Faculty Name]\[Year Level & 
Subject Name]\2 Unit Plans 

 
Queensland Curriculum and Assessment Authority (QCAA) 
 
The QCAA has developed syllabuses from the Australian Curriculum for schools to use to plan and deliver units of work and 
assessment for students in Years 11 and 12.  Syllabuses are referred to as either General or Applied.  QCAA are also responsible for 
issuing eligible students with their Queensland Certificate of Education upon successful completion of Year 12 studies.  The QCAA also 
makes student results available to the Queensland Tertiary Admissions Centre (QTAC) so that students may have their Australian 
Tertiary Admission Rank (ATAR) score calculated for eligible students. 
 
General subjects have very prescriptive syllabuses.  Heads of Department work with teachers to develop four unit plans and 
assessment as prescribed by each syllabus.  All school-based internal assessment delivered in Year 12 must be endorsed by the 
QCAA prior to being implemented with students.  Each General subject also has an external exam written and marked by the QCAA at 
the end of Year 12. 
 
Applied subjects contain many theoretical and practical components that schools choose to deliver.  Heads of Department work with 
teachers to develop a study plan that must be approved by the QCAA.  The study plan is developed and saved online in the QCAA 
School Portal.  Heads of Department work with teachers to develop four unit plans and assessment to meet the requirements of the 
approved study plan.  The Essential English and Essential Mathematics syllabuses also have an external common assessment task 
completed in Year 12 that is set by the QCAA each year.  Applied subjects must also undergo quality assurance processes including an 
annual internal review, and annual external assessment moderation by the QCAA. 
 
A copy of approved Study Plans for Applied subjects and unit plans, plus Unit plans for every General subject being delivered in Years 
11 and 12 must be saved in G:\Curriculum\TeacherCommon\Secondary School\Faculties\[Faculty Name]\[Year Level & Subject 
Name]\2 Unit Plans. 
 
Vocational Education and Training (VET) 
 
Training.gov.au is the national register containing all information pertaining to Registered Training Organisations (RTOs), nationally 
recognised qualifications and the approved courses each RTO is allowed to deliver to students.  As an RTO, Upper Coomera State 
College has strict standards to meet in order to maintain its RTO status. 
 
Each qualification delivered has a carefully planned Training and Assessment Strategy (TAS) designed to meet the requirements of the 
relevant training package.  Quality assurance processes, including industry verification of assessment tasks and annual internal reviews 
are conducted by the Senior Schooling Head of Department with Faculty Heads of Department and teachers.  Every five years QCAA 
also conducts an external audit to ensure Upper Coomera State College continues to meet the nationally approved quality standards 
set by the Australian Skills Quality Authority (ASQA).  The TAS and all quality assurance documentation pertaining to the delivery of a 
certificate course must be saved in G:\Curriculum\TeacherCommon\Secondary School\Faculties\[Faculty Name]\7 VET\[Certificate 
name]. 
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Supporting Students 
 
An Individual Support Plan (ISP) may be required for students identified as requiring additional support.  An ISP outlines the 
educational, behavioural and social goals for these students and the strategies to implement that enable students to access the 
curriculum.  ISPs are developed collaboratively by the support staff (SEP, SLP, STLaN, EAL/D GO, DP), class teacher and in 
consultation with parents/carers. ISPs are reviewed as required and stored in OneSchool under Support Provisions. Every teacher is 
required to be familiar with the ISP for any student in their classes and to ensure these students are provided with the appropriate 
adjustments. 
 
An Individual Curriculum Plan (ICP) is required for any student (from Year 3 to Year 10 only) consistently performing below year level 
expectations (across a whole learning area), despite differentiated support.  This also applies to students performing substantially 
above year level expectations.  In both cases, a different year level curriculum, in one or more learning areas, may be provided.  ICPs 
are developed collaboratively by the support staff (SEP, SLP, STLaN, EAL/D GO, DP), class teacher and are required to be endorsed 
by parents/carers. An ICP is aligned with the learning expectations of the student’s similar aged peers. 
 
Students in Years 11 and 12 who are unable to access the curriculum without significant modification may work towards a Queensland 
Certificate of Individual Achievement (QCIA) as an alternative to the Queensland Certificate of Education (QCE).  A QCIA outlines the 
educational priorities for these students and the outcomes they will be required to demonstrate to achieve their QCIA.  QCIA goals for 
individual students are devised in consultation with parents/carers, and must then be endorsed and confirmed by the QCAA. 
 
Students who have English as a second language may also have modifications to their program.  The International Student Program 
Head of Department will notify students and their teachers about any required modifications applicable to students in the College’s 
International Student Program.  College EAL/D staff will assist in identifying and providing support to students and staff for all other 
students in the College. 
 
3. PEDAGOGY 
 
Pedagogical Framework – Explicit Instruction 
 
The College has adopted Explicit Instruction as the pedagogical framework.  Explicit Instruction is a structured, systematic and effective 
methodology for teaching academic skills.  It is a direct approach to teaching that incorporates both instructional design and lesson 
delivery practices.  Explicit instruction scaffolds and guides students through the learning process  with clear statements about the 
purpose for learning new skills, clear explanations and demonstrations of the skills to be attained by students, and supported practice 
with feedback.  This process continues until independent mastery of skills has been achieved by students. 
 
The College has adapted the underlying elements of explicit and effective instruction and developed an agreed lesson structure format.  
All teachers from Prep to Year 12 are required to design and deliver lessons according to the agreed lesson structure format illustrated 
below.  This lesson structure expectation is displayed in all College classrooms.  Teachers can also refer to the framework on the 
College Team OnePortal Site under the College Documents section in the UCSC Lesson Structure document. 
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In addition to the College’s agreed Explicit Instruction lesson structure are three other P-12  
frameworks specifically designed to ensure all teachers from Prep to Year 12 plan and consistently  
deliver high quality instruction through using agreed routines for explicitly teaching reading, writing and  
cognitive verb skills.  Teachers can also find these frameworks on the College Team OnePortal Site under the  
College Documents section. 
 
Explicit Teaching of Reading Framework 
 
Reading is a fundamental skill required in order for students to understand and interpret texts in an increasingly complex world.  For 
students to be successful it is vital they gain accuracy and fluency when reading, and processes to apply that assist with effective 
comprehension of texts.  All teachers from Prep to Year 12 are required to explicitly teach reading skills according to the agreed P-12 
Reading Framework and Explicit Expectations for Teaching Reading. 
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Explicit Teaching of Writing Framework 
 
Writing is an essential academic skill valuable in all areas of life that students must be explicitly taught.   
All teachers from Prep to Year 12 are required to explicitly teach writing skills using the method outlined in the  
agreed P-12 Comprehensive Writing Framework and Explicit Expectations for Writing. 
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Explicit Teaching of Cognitive Verb Skills 
 
Cognitive verbs are derived from pedagogical frameworks shaped by a taxonomy of learning based on the  
work of Marzano and Kendall (2007).  This taxonomy describes the levels of mental processing in learning and separates  
various types of knowledge from the mental processes that operate on them.  Cognitive verbs describe and often dictate how 
students should organise and respond to knowledge and skills being learnt in their subjects.  They are a set of learning skil ls that 
students need to master in order to experience academic success as they move through their educational journey.  Teachers from 
Prep to Year 12 are expected to explicitly teach students how to apply the cognitive verb skills relevant to their year level curriculum:  

 Achievement standards,  

 Content descriptors or syllabus objectives, and  

 Standards elaborations, guides to making judgement, criteria or instrument specific marking guides. 
 

  
 
 
Strategic Curriculum Planning 
 
Each year the College develops an Annual Improvement Plan (AIP) where specific targets are set.  Each  
learning area within the College develops a year level/faculty plan to detail how the College targets will be met within that 
particular area of responsibility.  This planning involves setting targets in line with the yearly AIP such as: 

 Learning area targets for each subject within year level/faculty 

 Strategies to achieve target 

 Timelines to achieve desired targets 

 Resources required to support the desired achievement 

 Evidence or key performance indicators to be monitored to judge effectiveness of planned actions 
 
Year level/Faculty plans are supported by both long term and short term planning.  Long term planning includes an overview of the 
subjects and content/skills taught during the year or subject duration and assessment used to determine student achievement.  Long 
term planning is to be stored in 

 For Junior School G:\Coredata\Curriculum\Junior School\Year ….\Relevant KLA\1 Year Level Documents 

 For Secondary School G:\Curriculum\TeacherCommon\Secondary School\Faculties\[Faculty Name]\[Year Level & 
Subject Name]\1 Faculty Documents 
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Unit and lesson plans are examples of short term planning.  The teacher/s responsible for creating  
the unit plans are also responsible for ensuring that relevant accompanying resources and assessment  
are completed.  These are due by the end of the first week of each term to ensure all teachers are able to  
plan with appropriate timing.  Short term planning including unit plans are to be saved in: 

 For Junior School G:\Coredata\Curriculum\Junior School\Year ….\Relevant KLA\2 Unit Plans 

 For Secondary School G:\Curriculum\TeacherCommon\Secondary School\Faculties\[Faculty Name]\[Year Level & 
Subject Name]\2 Unit Plans 

 
Teachers are expected to plan lessons from the College unit plans.  Lesson plans are expected to follow the agreed College Lesson 
Structure, indicate how each class will meet the objectives and achievement standards of the unit, how the relevant cognitive verbs will 
be explicitly taught, and how monitoring of student progress and assessment will occur.  Lesson plans should also contain information 
as to how adjustments will be made to ensure all students are able to access the curriculum. 
 
 
Informed Decision Making 
 
Teachers have access to a wide variety of data to inform their planning and pedagogy practices to cater for students’ needs.  Teachers 
are expected to access this to inform their future planning and assessment.  Class data can be accessed by teachers through the 
OneSchool Class Dashboard.  Teachers may also access individual student information via the OneSchool Student Profile.  At the 
conclusion of each academic reporting period teachers can also access reports in OneSchool via the Reports menu, Academic 
Reporting. 
 
Deputy Principals & Heads of Curriculum in Primary School, and Secondary School Heads of Department lead staff to support 
improved student achievement.  This is evidenced in the College data plan below.  Key: P – 12 items, P – 6 items, 7 – 12 items. 
 

UPPER COOMERA STATE COLLEGE 

MONITORING PROCESSES, LEVEL OF ACHIEVEMENT AND DATA PLAN 

Week  Term 1 

1 - 3  Principal, Deputy Principals and HoDs of English, Mathematics, Science and Humanities meet re attainment of B’s and A’s/HA’s and 
VHA’s and strategies to improve. 

 Semester 2 data analysis from previous year: All staff review NAPLAN/OneSchool data sets for individual classes to inform planning. 
Teachers populate/print/file student profiles in class sets. DP/HoDs: Set year reporting and cross checking/moderation buddy 
schedules, faculty markbooks, assessment calendars and faculty meeting dates. Check Unit Plans/planners. Markbooks saved in:  
G:\CoreData\Curriculum\Junior School\Year….\Markbooks 
G:\Curriculm\TeacherCommon\Secondary School\Faculties\[Faculty Name]\[Year Level & Subject Name]\4 Markbooks 

 Teachers: Access OneSchool Student Summary Profile data to review attendance, behaviour, NAPLAN, LOAs, students’ individual 
profile details to inform planning and intervention. Identify students at risk, inform DP/HoDs and set goals with individual students and 
classes. Deliver Units, including Reading and Writing Framework, WOTD/Foci of the week and explicit teaching of cognitive verbs 
throughout the term. 

 HoDs/Teachers to inform relevant DP of students at risk.  
 HoDs and Teachers to check SDCS data and enrolments by end of week 3. 
 Prep teachers: Students to complete Q1-8 of Early Start (On Entry to Prep). 
 SS DP, SS HOD & Yr 12 Dean conduct academic engagement interviews for QCE at-risk Year 12 students based on previous year 

end of term 4 subject cohort ladder achievement results & predicted VET percentage completion. 

4 - 6  Principal, Deputy Principals and HoDs of English, Mathematics, Science and Humanities meet re attainment of B’s and A’s/HA’s and 
VHA’s and strategies to improve. 

 Teachers undertake cross checking/moderation process and procedures as per the Academic Policy for each assessment task 
throughout the term: 
- Teachers place all task responses for each class including 5-7 specified samples in folders and distribute to cross marking buddies 
as assigned by HoDs. 
- Cross marker moderates, reviews, provides feedback and returns each folder to HoDs within 1 week. HoDs moderate discrepancies 
and return folders to teachers.  
- Teachers place all task responses for the subject including 5-7 specified samples in folders and bring to relevant PLT for 
moderation. 

Teachers enter LOAs into markbooks, update profiles on student folios and file as assessment occurs throughout the term. Markbooks 
saved in  G:\CoreData\Curriculum\Junior School\Year….\Markbooks 
G:\Curriculm\TeacherCommon\Secondary School\Faculties\[Faculty Name]\[Year Level & Subject Name]\4 Markbooks 

 Teachers to inform DP/HoDs of students at risk following assessment and discuss strategies. Teachers and DP/HoDs to liaise with 
students and families to work towards targets as per the College AIP.  

 Teachers record non-submission of drafts, assessment and exams for Years 7 and 12 students in OneSchool ‘Incident’ and refer to 
DP and HoD. 

 HoDs to ensure Work Program alterations from submission feedback are finalised and submitted to panels. 
 Teachers complete the Post Assessment Evaluation (Appendix 6 – P-12 Academic Policy) 
 Staff to commence Annual Performance Reviews. Teachers discuss with DP/HoDs, HoDs with relevant DPs and DPs with the 

Principal. 
 DPs lead Deans and Class teachers to track students Week 5 DAYS ABSENT. 
 EP analyses Behaviour Action Summary by year level and whole college. 
 Prep Teachers: Students to complete Q9-26 of Early Start (On Entry to Prep). 
 Year 3 and 5 teachers administer practice NAPLAN test and send data to relevant DP/Principal. 
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UPPER COOMERA STATE COLLEGE 

MONITORING PROCESSES, LEVEL OF ACHIEVEMENT AND DATA PLAN 

Week  Term 1 

7 - 8  Teachers to check goals with students, re-assess as needed and hold one on one conferencing with students to provide guidance for 
students to improve results. 

 DP opens Interim Reporting. Teachers liaise with families as required. 
 DP/HoDs: Assessment, Units/Term Planners (incl. identification of Reading and Writing Framework) for all subjects finalised for Term 

2. 
 Prep Teachers: Students to complete Q27-40 of Early Start (On Entry to Prep). 
 HODs submit to SS HOD Yr 11 Unit 1 assessment 1 results from subject cohort ladder. 

9 - 10  Teachers enter LOAs in Markbooks. Buddy teacher checks LOAs against OneSchool Reports. Teacher amends errors. DP checks. 
Reporting finalised. Markbooks saved in: 
G:\CoreData\Curriculum\Junior School\Year….\Markbooks 
G:\Curriculm\TeacherCommon\Secondary School\Faculties\[Faculty Name]\[Year Level & Subject Name]\4 Markbooks 

 Teachers update profiles on student folios and submit LOA ladders to Subject Coordinators, HoDs or DP’s to check. 
 DPs, HoDs and Subject Coordinators to update Junior and Secondary LOA ladders in: 

G:\Curriculm\TeacherCommon\Secondary School\Faculties\[Faculty Name]\[Year Level & Subject Name]\5 Achievement Ladders 
 DPs and HoDs to analyse OneSchool Reporting Assessment Results Whole School Summary, Statistics by Learning Area/Class, 

Achievement Summary by: Learning Area/Teacher/Roll Class. 
 Prep – 2 Teachers to record F&P levels on OneSchool mark book by the end of week 9. DP/coaches to check data. 
 Prep and Year 1 to submit Magic Word data to relevant DP. 
 DPs lead Deans and Class teachers to track students Week 10 DAYS ABSENT. 
 EP analyses Behaviour Action Summary by year level and whole college. 
 SS DP, SS HOD & Yr 11 Dean conduct academic engagement interviews for QCE at-risk Yr 11 students. 

Week  Term 2 

1 - 3  Principal, Deputy Principals and HoDs of English, Mathematics, Science and Humanities meet re attainment of B’s and A’s/HA’s and 
VHA’s and strategies to improve. 

 Teachers set/review goals with classes using achievement ladders, attendance, behaviour, LOA data and students’ individual profile 
information from OneSchool Student Summary Profile. Deliver Units, including Reading and Writing Framework, WOTD/Foci of the 
week and explicit teaching of cognitive verbs throughout the term. 

 Principal and DPs to analyse OneSchool Interim Reporting Student Assessment Summary by year level. Review behaviour and 
attendance data. 

 DPs and HoDs to analyse OneSchool Interim Reporting Assessment Results Whole School Summary, Statistics by Learning 
Area/Class and Achievement Summary by Learning Area/Teacher/Roll Class by year level. HoDs to inform relevant DP of students at 
risk. 

 DPs process ‘At risk of non-progression, ‘At risk of Cancellation’ letters home in response to: refusal to participate in the program of 
instruction. 

 HODs submit to SS HOD Yr 12 results as at end of Term 1 from subject cohort ladder achievement results & VET percentage 
completion. 

 SS DP, SS HOD & Yr 12 Dean conduct academic engagement interviews for QCE at-risk Year 12 students. 
 SS DP, SS HOD & Yr 10 Dean conduct academic engagement interviews for potentially QCE at-risk Year 10 students. 

4 - 6 
 

 Teachers undertake cross checking/moderation process and procedures as per the Academic Policy for each assessment task 
throughout the term: 
- Teachers place all task responses for each class including 5-7 specified samples in folders and distribute to cross marking buddies 
as assigned by HoDs. 
- Cross marker moderates, reviews, provides feedback and returns each folder to HoDs within 1 week. HoDs moderate discrepancies 
and return folders to teachers. 
- Teachers place all task responses for the subject including 5-7 specified samples in folders and bring to relevant PLT for moderation. 

 Teachers enter LOAs into markbooks as assessment occurs throughout the term. Markbooks saved in: 
G:\CoreData\Curriculum\Junior School\Year….\Markbooks 
G:\Curriculm\TeacherCommon\Secondary School\Faculties\[Faculty Name]\[Year Level & Subject Name]\4 Markbooks 

 Teachers liaise with families as required. 
 Teachers inform DP/HoDs of students at risk following assessment and discuss strategies. Teachers and DP/HoDs to liaise with 

students and families to work towards targets as per the College AIP. 
 Teachers complete the Post Assessment Evaluation (Appendix 6 – P-12 Academic Policy). 
 Teachers record non-submission of drafts, assessment and exams for Years 11 and 12 students in OneSchool ‘Incident’ and refer to 

DP and HoD. 
 DPs lead Deans and Class teachers to track students Week 5 DAYS ABSENT. 
 EP analyses Behaviour Action Summary by year level and whole college. 

7 - 8 
 

 Principal, Deputy Principals and HoDs of English, Mathematics, Science and Humanities meet re attainment of B’s and A’s/HA’s and 
VHA’s and strategies to improve.  

 Teachers to check goals with students, re-assess as needed and hold one on one conferencing with students to provide guidance for 
students to improve results. 

 HoDs check and update SDCS data by end of week 7. 
 DP/HoDs: Assessment, Units/Term Planners (incl. identification of Reading and Writing Framework) for all subjects finalised for Term 

3.  
 DP opens Semester reporting. Teachers liaise with families as required. 
 HODs submit to SS HOD predicted Yr 11 Unit 1 achievement from subject cohort ladder achievement results & VET percentage 

completion. 
 SS DP, SS HOD & Yr 11 Dean conduct academic engagement interviews for QCE at-risk Yr 11 students. 
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UPPER COOMERA STATE COLLEGE 

MONITORING PROCESSES, LEVEL OF ACHIEVEMENT AND DATA PLAN 

Week  Term 2 

9 - 10  Teachers enter LOAs in markbooks. Buddy teacher checks LOAs against OneSchool Reports. Teacher amends errors. DP checks. 
Reporting finalised.  Markbooks saved in: 
G:\CoreData\Curriculum\Junior School\Year….\Markbooks 
G:\Curriculm\TeacherCommon\Secondary School\Faculties\[Faculty Name]\[Year Level & Subject Name]\4 Markbooks 

 Teachers update profiles on student folios and submit LOA ladders to Subject Coordinators, HoDs or DP’s to check. 
 DPs, HoDs and Subject Coordinators to update Junior and Secondary LOA ladders in: 

G:\Curriculm\TeacherCommon\Secondary School\Faculties\[Faculty Name]\[Year Level & Subject Name]\5 Achievement Ladders 
 Teachers to record F&P levels on OneSchool markbook by the end of week 9. DP/Coaches to check data. 
 Prep and Year 1 to submit Magic Word data to relevant DP. 
 DPs and HoDs to analyse OneSchool Reporting Assessment Results Whole School Summary, Statistics by learning Area/Class, 

Achievement Summary by: Learning Area/Teacher/Roll Class. 
 Principal, Deputy Principals and HoDs of English, Mathematics, Science and Humanities meet re attainment of B’s and A’s/HA’s and 

VHA’s and strategies to improve. 
 DPs lead Deans and Class teachers to track students Week 10 DAYS ABSENT. 
 EP analyses Behaviour Action Summary by year level and whole college. 

Week  Term 3 

1 - 2  Principal, Deputy Principals and HoDs of English, Mathematics, Science and Humanities meet re attainment of B’s and A’s/HA’s and 
VHA’s and strategies to improve.  

 Faculty discussions re: curriculum, assessment calendars, faculty meeting dates and priorities for the semester. 
 Teachers set/review goals with classes using achievement ladders, attendance, behaviour, LOA data and students’ individual profile 

information from OneSchool Student Summary Profile. Deliver Units, including Reading and Writing Framework, WOTD/Foci of the 
week and explicit teaching of cognitive verbs throughout the term. 

 Principal and DP to analyse OneSchool Interim Reporting Student Assessment Summary by year level. 
 DPs and HoDs to analyse OneSchool Reporting Assessment Results Whole School Summary, Statistics by Learning Area/Class and 

Achievement Summary by Learning Area/Teacher/Roll Class by year level. HoDs to inform relevant DP of students at risk. 
 DPs process ‘At risk of non-progression’, ‘At risk of Cancellation’ letters home in response to: refusal to participate in the program of 

instruction. 
 HODs submit to SS HOD Yr 12 results as at end of Term 3 and Year 11 Unit 2 achievement from subject cohort ladder achievement 

results & VET percentage completion. 
 SS DP, SS HOD & Yr 12 Dean conduct academic engagement interviews for QCE at-risk Year 12 students. 

3 - 6 
 

 Principal, Deputy Principals and HoDs of English, Mathematics, Science and Humanities meet re attainment of B’s and A’s/HA’s and 
VHA’s and strategies to improve.  

 HoDs to work with DP to review SAI allocation procedures in preparation. 
 Teachers undertake cross checking/moderation process and procedures as per the Academic Policy for each assessment task 

throughout the term: 
- Teachers place all task responses for each class including 5-7 specified samples in folders and distribute to cross marking buddies 
as assigned by HoDs. 
- Cross marker moderates, reviews, provides feedback and returns each folder to HoDs within 1 week. HoDs will moderate 
discrepancies and return folders to teachers. 
- Teachers place all task responses for the subject including 5-7 specified samples in folders and bring to relevant PLT for moderation. 

 Teachers enter LOAs into markbooks as assessment occurs throughout the term. Markbooks saved in: 
G:\CoreData\Curriculum\Junior School\Year….\Markbooks 
G:\Curriculm\TeacherCommon\Secondary School\Faculties\[Faculty Name]\[Year Level & Subject Name]\4 Markbooks 

 Teachers liaise with families as required. 
 Teachers to inform DP/HoDs of students at risk following assessment and discuss strategies. Teachers and DP/HoDs to liaise with 

students and families to work towards targets as per the College AIP. 
 Teachers complete the Post Assessment Evaluation (Appendix 6 – P-12 Academic Policy). 
 Teachers record non-submission of drafts, assessment and exams for Years 7 and 12 students in OneSchool ‘Incident’ and refer to 

DP and HoD. 
 Teachers to check goals with students, re-assess as needed and hold one on one conferencing with students to provide guidance for 

students to improve results. 
 DPs lead Deans and Class teachers to track students DAYS ABSENT. 
 EP analyses Behaviour Action Summary by year level and whole college. 
 SS DP, SS HOD & Yr 10 Dean conduct academic engagement interviews for QCE at-risk Yr 10 students. 
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UPPER COOMERA STATE COLLEGE 

MONITORING PROCESSES, LEVEL OF ACHIEVEMENT AND DATA PLAN 

Week  Term 3 

7 - 10  Teachers prepare R6 completion for years 10-12. Crosscheck with and submit to HoDs. 
 Teachers submit verification submissions to HoDs then DP for checking. R12 due for Authority Registered subjects to HODs and DP. 
 Week 8 DP/HoDs: Assessment, Units/Term Planners (incl. identification of Reading and Writing Framework) for all subjects finalised 

for Term 4.  
 Teachers check and update SDCS data and submit to HoD by beginning of Week 9 for cross checking. HoDs submit to Senior School 

HoD by end week 9. 
 Teachers update profiles on student folios and submit LOA ladders to Subject Coordinators, HoDs or DP’s to check. 
 DPs, HoDs and Subject Coordinators to update Junior and Secondary LOA ladders in: 

G:\Curriculm\TeacherCommon\Secondary School\Faculties\[Faculty Name]\[Year Level & Subject Name]\5 Achievement Ladders 
 Year 2 Teachers to record FnP levels on OneSchool mark book by the end of week 9. DP/coaches to check data. 
 Year 6 teachers administer practice NAPLAN test and send data to DP/Principal 
 DP/coaches/STLaN analyse NAPLAN data. 
 Prep Teachers: Students to complete Q16-23 and Q40-50 of Early Start (End of Prep). 
 Year 1 Teachers: Students to complete Q1-8 and Q35-46 of Early Start (End of Year 1). 
 Year 2 Teachers: Students to complete Q1-8 and Q25-36 of Early Start (End of Year 2). 
 Prep and Year 1 to submit Magic Word data to relevant DP 
 DPs lead Deans and Class teachers to track students Week 10 DAYS ABSENT. 
 EP analyses Behaviour Action Summary by year level and whole college. 

Week  Term 4 

1 - 4  Principal, Deputy Principals and HoDs of English, Mathematics, Science and Humanities meet re attainment of B’s and A’s/HA’s and 
VHA’s and strategies to improve.  

 Teachers set goals with classes using achievement ladders, attendance, behaviour, LOA data and students’ individual profile 
information from OneSchool Student Summary Profile. Deliver Units, including Reading and Writing Framework, WOTD/Foci of the 
week and explicit teaching of cognitive verbs throughout the term. 

 Teachers undertake cross checking/moderation process and procedures as per the Academic Policy for each assessment task 
throughout the term: 
- Teachers place all task responses for each class including 5-7 specified samples in folders and distribute to cross marking buddies 
as assigned by HoDs. 
- Cross marker moderates, reviews, provides feedback and returns each folder to HoDs within 1 week. HoDs moderate discrepancies 
and return all folders to teachers. 
- Teachers place all task responses for the subject including 5-7 specified samples in folders and bring to relevant PLT for moderation. 

 Teachers enter LOAs into markbooks, update profiles on student folios and file as assessment occurs throughout the term. 
 Markbooks saved in: 

G:\CoreData\Curriculum\Junior School\Year….\Markbooks 
G:\Curriculm\TeacherCommon\Secondary School\Faculties\[Faculty Name]\[Year Level & Subject Name]\4 Markbooks 

 Teachers complete the Post Assessment Evaluation (Appendix 6 – P-12 Academic Policy). 
 HoDs to inform relevant DP of students at risk. 
 Teachers to check goals with students, re-assess as needed and hold one on one conferencing with students to provide guidance for 

students to improve results. 
 Principal and DP to vet Senior Subject Selections from SETPs. 
 HoDs undertake Verification negotiations and teachers to feedback to students regarding any movement in rung positions. 
 Teachers to inform HoDs of students at risk following assessment and discuss strategies. Teachers and HoDs to liaise with students 

and families to work towards targets as per the College AIP. 
 Teachers record non-submission of drafts, assessment and exams for Years 11 and 12 students in OneSchool ‘Incident’ and refer to 

DP and HoD. 
 Teachers to administer PAT testing. 
 HODs submit to SS HOD Yr 12 results as at end of Term 3 and Year 11 Unit 2 achievement from subject cohort ladder achievement 

results & VET percentage completion. 
 SS DP, SS HOD & Yr 12 Dean conduct academic engagement interviews for QCE at-risk Year 12 students. 
 SS DP, SS HOD & Yr 11 Dean conduct academic engagement interviews for QCE at-risk Year 11 students. 

5 - 8  Principal, Deputy Principals and HoDs of English, Mathematics, Science and Humanities meet re attainment of B’s and A’s/HA’s and 
VHA’s and strategies to improve.  

 HoDs ensure R7 and R6 completion for year 10-12 and SAIs by end of week 6.  
 HODs update Years 10, 11 and 12 LOA achievement ladders and store at G:\Curriculm\TeacherCommon\Secondary 

School\Faculties\[Faculty Name]\[Year Level & Subject Name]\5 Achievement Ladders 
 Teachers check and update final SDCS data and submit to HoD by beginning of Week 6 for cross checking. HoDs submit to Senior 

School HoD by end week 6. 
 Teachers complete R3 and Monitoring Submissions and submit to HoD for cross checking. Submissions due to DP by end of week 8. 
 DP opens Semester reporting. DPs: ‘Non-Progression’ and ‘Cancellation of Enrolment’ letters sent. Interviews organised and 

completed. 
 DP/HoDs: Assessment, Units/ Term Planners (incl. identification of Reading and Writing Framework) for all subjects finalised for Term 

1.  
 DPs lead Deans and Class teachers to track students DAYS ABSENT. 
 EP analyses Behaviour Action Summary by year level and whole college. 
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UPPER COOMERA STATE COLLEGE 

MONITORING PROCESSES, LEVEL OF ACHIEVEMENT AND DATA PLAN 

Week  Term 4 

9 - 10  Teachers enter LOAs in markbooks. Buddy teacher checks LOAs against OneSchool Reports. Teacher amends errors. DP checks. 
Reporting finalised. Teachers liaise with families as required. 

 DPs, HoDs and Subject Coordinators to update Junior and Secondary LOA ladders in: 
G:\Curriculm\TeacherCommon\Secondary School\Faculties\[Faculty Name]\[Year Level & Subject Name]\5 Achievement Ladders 

 Markbooks saved in: 
G:\CoreData\Curriculum\Junior School\Year….\Markbooks 
G:\Curriculm\TeacherCommon\Secondary School\Faculties\[Faculty Name]\[Year Level & Subject Name]\4 Markbooks 

 Teachers to record F&P levels on OneSchool mark book by the end of week 9 
 DP/HoDs lead teachers in faculty planning for the following year. 
 Principal and DPs to analyse OneSchool Reporting Student Assessment Summary by year level. 
 DPs and HoDs to analyse OneSchool Reporting Assessment Results Whole School Summary, Statistics by Learning Area/Class and 

Achievement Summary by: Learning Area/Teacher/Roll Class. 
 Junior Secondary HoD and DPs to use assessment, behaviour, effort and attendance data to re-structure classes. 
 DPs lead Deans and Class teachers to track students Week 10 DAYS ABSENT. 
 EP analyses Behaviour Action Summary by year level and whole college. 

 
 
4. ASSESSMENT – Preparation and Administration 
 
Assessment is a systematic part of teaching and learning and will be used to track cohorts of students in the College.  It is essential that 
teachers know how well a student has progressed, and that students understand how well they are doing and what they must learn to 
help them improve.  It is through an effective tracking system that the needs of every student can be met and assist the College to 
develop a clear understanding of how to improve students outcomes. 
 
Roles and Responsibilities – Secondary School 
 
School: 

 Publish an assessment calendar by week 2 of each term. 

 Provide students with an assessment task and criteria achievement standards for all assessment instruments in sufficient time to 
enable students to produce quality work. 

 Provide students with a term/unit planner to notify students of the curriculum focus, draft and final due dates. 

 Provide feedback to students on one draft only and the final assessment in a timely manner. 

 Enact cross checking/moderation processes that ensure a consistency of standards is  
maintained in the marking of all assessment tasks. 

 Ensure that students are fully aware of the criteria achievement standards for each task and that the  
necessary skills required to complete the task have been covered in the unit (i.e. assessment is aligned to the  
objectives and achievement standards and pedagogy). 

 Developmental progress against stated criteria must be documented by the teacher in their personal markbook as well as the year 
level/faculty’s digital markbook (if applicable). 

 
Student: 

 Ensure collection of the assessment calendar and term/unit planners and include dates in their student diary.  Term/unit planners 
are to be secured in subject notebook/folder. 

 Ensure all assessment tasks submitted are the original work of the student. 

 Use the appropriate referencing (where required). 

 Use in-class time effectively to begin assessment tasks and to receive feedback on drafts. 

 Present a rough draft to teachers for each assignment by 3:00 pm on the draft due date. 

 Submit assignments before the due date, or by 3:00 pm on the due date to their teacher. 

 If needed, obtain a ‘Request for Extension’ form for assignments prior to the due date and submit to the relevant Head of 
Department providing supporting documentation.  For this to be granted the student must submit a medical certificate to the Head 
of Department or Student Services (this will be recorded on IDAttend), or provide evidence of extenuating circumstances to the 
relevant Head of Department. 

 Students are expected to plan ahead for assessment tasks.  Excursions, camps, sporting activities etc. are not legitimate reasons 
for applying for extensions. 

 Students of Years 7-12 are to obtain a medical certificate if absent on the assessment date or day of an exam, or where 
extenuating circumstances exist parental contact with the College is required.  The student is to provide documentation to Student 
Services and report to the teacher of the relevant subject/s on the first day of return to submit an assignment or negotiate the 
soonest suitable time to sit an exam. 

 Students in Years 11 and 12 are also required to adhere to any additional assessment processes defined by the Queensland 
Curriculum and Assessment Authority in relation to achievement of their Queensland Certificate of Education, and ATAR eligibility. 
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Parents/Caregivers 

 The assessment calendars will be accessed from the College website from Week 2 of each term.   
Parents/caregivers use this to assist students to transfer the information to their student diary. 

 Encourage students to submit all drafts and final assessment tasks by the due date. 

 Inform the appropriate College staff of any difficulties relating to the completion of assessment items and provide  
documentary evidence when necessary. 

 
Assessment Guidelines 
 

 The type of assessment (assignment, project, performance, demonstration, oral presentation or exam) must be justifiable on the 
grounds that it is the most effective means of developing or assessment the skills or knowledge required by the unit.  

 The type of assessment must assess the achievement standards of the unit, be suitable to the developmental level of the students, 
including their language development, and have options that cater for different students’ abilities. 

 Adequate resources for the completion of the assessment type must be available inside the school. 

 The processes required in the development and successful completion of the assessment type must be explicitly taught and 
reinforced in subject classes. 

 There must be sufficient time allowed for planning, research, writing, drafting and final presentation. 

 Sufficient in-class time under teacher supervision must be allocated to enable teachers to verify the authorship of student work. 

 Provision must be made for teacher monitoring students’ progress. 

 Students working from ISPs, ICPs, QCIA, International Students, EALD students, or students with learning difficulties may need to 
access specialist teacher support.  This may be achieved in class or during other specialist support lessons as determined by the 
students’ case managers. 

 
Assessment Task Sheet Information for Years 7 - 12 
 
Students must receive written task advice that details the precise requirements for each assessment item.  The teacher responsible for 
preparing an assessment item must ensure the following information is included on assessment task sheets: 

 Subject 

 Year Level 

 Semester 

 Topic/Unit 

 Clear and specific statement of task. 

 Parameters for successful completion such as word length, time and method of presentation 

 Details of time allocations for work completion in-class. 

 Two monitoring dates for presentation of drafts and/or work completed to date. 

 Due dates expressed in terms of “Due week beginning…” 

 Cognitive Verbs 

 Guidelines for successful completion of task. 

 Marking criteria, standards elaboration or instrument specific marking guides 

 Weighting and importance of different sections (if applicable) and the assignment’s  
contribution to the final grade. 

 A disclaimer statement that students sign to indicate work is original.  
 
Development of Assessment Tasks 
 
The teacher must ensure they utilise and incorporate feedback from previous moderation reports about similar assessment items when 
preparing the new assessment task as per the Moderation of Assessment section of this policy. 
 
The teacher responsible for preparing an assessment item according to the assessment plan must ensure that this is done with 
sufficient time to apply pre-assessment validation checks.  Pre-assessment validation checking process will ensure that assessment 
items: 

 Are relevant and relate to curriculum being taught. 

 Enable all students to demonstrate the required skills and knowledge. 

 Are clear and accurately presented through appropriate choice of layout, cues, visual  
design, format and choice of words. 

 State requirements explicitly and directly. 

 Have clearly expressed criteria that determine how a result is awarded.  The criteria used must be derived from  
the subject syllabus (ACARA achievement standards for Prep – Year 10, or QCAA senior syllabuses for Years 11  
and 12) 

 Are valid, reliable, flexible, and fair 

 Are presented on agreed College assessment templates (for Secondary School), refer to Appendix One for an example. 
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Assessment quality assurance tools are included in Appendix Two.  The assessment quality  
assurance tool must be completed by another teacher (i.e. not the teacher who wrote the assessment  
item).  Assessment items may not be issued to students until the Head of Department / Deputy Principal has  
sighted and approved the assessment quality assurance tool is complete. 
 
Assessment for General subjects in Year 12 must be endorsed by QCAA prior to being utilised with students. 
 
The teacher must also prepare an example student response to share with colleagues to ensure consistency in expectations across 
classes and for inclusion where required in moderation and external endorsement and confirmation processes used to quality control 
Senior Secondary student results.  The exemplar response is also be used during lessons by the teacher to explicitly teach to students 
how to construct the assessment task and make links between the finished product and criteria for awarding a result. 
 
A year level subject team meeting is held by the Subject/Year Level Coordinator prior to the unit being delivered by teachers or no later 
than the first week of unit delivery to students, to view and discuss assessment for the unit.  The Subject/Year Level Coordinator will 
lead discussions related to required student responses and the team will reach a consensus about specific evidence required in student 
responses needed to meet each achievement standard in the instrument specific criteria.  This process ensures that teachers have 
calibrated their expectations for student achievement of standards prior to unit delivery and marking of assessment, and teachers have 
a shared understanding of the syllabus and the achievement standards. 
 
All files related to assessment tasks are to be saved in  

 For Junior School G:\Coredata\Curriculum\Junior School\Year ….\Relevant KLA\3 Assessment 

 For Secondary School G:\Curriculum\TeacherCommon\Secondary School\Faculties\[Faculty Name]\[Year Level & Subject 
Name]\3 Assessment 

 
Preparation of Students for Assessment 
 

 The topic and assessment requirements must be fully discussed with students. 

 Expectations of assessment instruments and due dates are to be made clear to students and their parents/caregivers. 

 Criteria achievement standards and expected skills/knowledge to be demonstrated in the assessment is to be explained to 
students at the beginning of each unit and when an assessment task is issued to students. 

 Where possible, students are to be shown exemplars of successful student responses. 

 Students must have been given previous opportunities in class lessons to develop the skills required to successfully complete the 
assessment task in all criteria being assessed. 

 The importance of due dates and course completion must be emphasised. 

 An explanation about what constitutes plagiarism should be given to students. 
 
Assessment Format for Submission for Years 7 - 12 
 
Most assessment is to be submitted by students using the following format, and be stapled or attached in a secure way (requirements 
may vary across subjects, some submissions may be electronic): 

 Assessment task cover sheet (including student name, and teacher name) with assessment criteria attached. 

 Student assessment response 

 Subject specific planning (if required) 

 Copy of submitted drafts. 
 
Monitoring of Assessment 
 
Regular monitoring of assessment progress is essential to provide students with quality feedback during the planning/drafting stages.  
Each assessment item must be monitored on two occasions prior to its completion and submission. The first monitoring occurs during 
the early phase of the task to ensure that students have an understanding of the task so that they can continue. The second monitoring 
occurs closer to the due date to ensure successful completion 
 
Students must submit required draft work to the class teacher by 3:00 pm on the draft due date. 
 
Secondary teachers must make contact with parents/carers via email, letter or phone if students fail to submit sufficient work for a draft 
by 3:00 pm on the draft due date.  Late or non-submission of an assessment draft must also be recorded as a behaviour incident on 
OneSchool by the class teacher and referred to the relevant Head of Department. 
 
Secondary students who fail to submit sufficient work for a draft by 3:00 pm on the draft due date will complete the draft assessment 
during lunch or after-school detentions.  This work must be submitted to the class teacher and may be used as evidence of student 
work. 
 
Teachers will provide feedback to students on drafts received by 3:00 pm on the draft due date.  Teachers will only provide feedback to 
students on a maximum of one draft of each student’s response. 
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Teachers are required to use a clear procedure that shows evidence of monitoring student  
assessment work prior to the due date.  Students must be aware that draft work is important as: 

 It provides constructive feedback to assist in the completion of the task 

 Draft results can be used to formulate a rating against assessment criteria when assessment is submitted  
late after the due date, or not submitted at all by the due date. 

 
Teachers must record draft developmental progress results against the assessment criteria in their personal markbook as well as the 
year level/faculty’s digital markbook (if applicable).  Digital markbooks must be saved in: 

 For Junior School G:\Coredata\Curriculum\Junior School\Year ….\4 Markbooks 

 For Secondary School G:\Curriculum\TeacherCommon\Secondary School\Faculties\[Faculty Name]\[Year Level & 
Subject Name]\4 Markbooks 

 
Teacher feedback should encourage a student to reflect on strategies they might use to refine their response.  The relevant instrument 
specific marking guide, syllabus standards or year level achievement standards should be used to help students identify the areas they 
need to refine.  Feedback on a draft must not compromise the authenticity of student work.  Teachers should not introduce new ideas, 
language or research to improve the quality of student responses.  Students may be advised to: 
 

 consider other aspects of the text, report, performance or activity they are creating or responding to 

 develop their response to show more awareness of the audience 

 give priority to the most important points by rearranging the sequence and structure of ideas 

 conduct further research or substantiate points ensuring adherence to referencing style 

 carefully edit textual errors.  Teachers may indicate some textual errors, but teachers should not correct or edit all the textual 
errors in a draft.  Editing and proofreading for spelling, grammar and punctuation is not part of the draft feedback process. 

 
Teachers should also provide a summary of their feedback and advice after reading drafts to the whole class. 
 
Extensions for Years 7-12 Students 
 
The Head of Department, in consultation with the Year Level Deputy Principal if required, may grant an extension where exceptional 
circumstances exist. These include but are not limited to: 
 

 Extended absence due to illness which is supported by a medical certificate or documentation relating to an  
existing medical condition (recorded in One School or in published Special Provisions information) 

 Absence due to a family bereavement or special circumstance supported by parental communication to the Head of 
Department, Dean of Students, Deputy Principal or Principal 

 A student physically unable to participate due to an injury 

 Absence due to sport representation in a regional, state or national competition which is supported by parental 
communication 

 A student has been suspended and the assessment is of a practical nature or in-class exam. 
 
Students seeking an extension must apply to the relevant Head of Department using the Application for Special Provisions form as 
soon as practicable (preferably at least one week) prior to the due date.  A medical certificate or other documented evidence must 
be submitted with the application form.  The student must also provide details or drafts of work completed up to the time of seeking 
the extension. 
 
Submission of Assessment 
 

 Assessment must be completed and submitted to the class teacher by 3:00 pm on the scheduled day, or beforehand. 

 If the class teacher is absent, assessment is to be submitted to the relevant Head of Department. 

 Assessment submitted must contain sufficient work/evidence to be assessed against minimum criteria for an E standard – must 
contain more than a title page and/or piece of paper containing the student’s name. 

 Students must make every effort to ensure assessment is submitted on time eg. A parent, relative or friend may deliver the 
assessment to the College on the student’s behalf, or an assessment may be emailed to the class teacher. 

 The piece of work submitted by a student must be original and authentication must be produced if requested. 

 In the case of group assessment, all written documentation or media presentations relating to the task must be submitted on the 
due date.  If one member of the group is absent they must follow the procedures as outlined in sections 7 and 8 of this policy.  The 
remaining members of the group must continue with group assessment on the due date with “fill-in” group members taking the 
parts of the missing group member if possible.  When the absent group member returns the group will re-do their assessment at 
the soonest possible time.  Students who correctly follow the Assessment Policy will be assessed without penalty. 
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5. Academic Integrity 
 
The College’s Academic Integrity policy is based on that of the Queensland Curriculum and Assessment  
Authority (QCAA).  Academic integrity is how a person approaches their academic responsibilities in an honest, moral  
and ethical way.  Teachers, parents/carers and others who support students in their learning must also adhere to academic  
integrity processes. 
 
Student Absence for an Exam 
 
If a student fails to attend an exam the following conditions apply: 

 Where there is a valid excuse for the absence (documentation must be provided) the exam will be completed immediately on 
the student’s return or at a time determined by the teacher or Head of Department. 

 Where there is no valid reason for missing an exam the student will still complete the test immediately on the student’s return 
or at a time determined by the teacher or Head of Department. The completed test will be marked, but results will not 
contribute to the student’s semester or exit result. 

 The student’s profile will be annotated to reflect that the exam was sat late without a valid reason.  For students in Years 11 or 
12 this may result in a loss of credit for the subject towards their QCE, and ATAR.  QCAA deems all External Assessment for 
General subjects is summative.  Students must complete external assessment exams on the date published by QCAA.  The 
only exception to this is when a student’s reason for late submission or non-submission meet the eligibility requirements for 
Access Arrangements and Reasonable Adjustments (AARA).  Refer to this section of the policy for additional information. 

 The teacher will make contact with parents/carers via email, letter or phone.  Parent contact must be recorded One School. 

 Where there is no valid reason for missing an exam, late or non-completion of the exam must be recorded as a behaviour 
incident on OneSchool by the class teacher. 

 
In some exceptional circumstances the Deputy Principal or Principal, in consultation with the relevant Head of Department, may grant 
special provisions conditions.  Refer to the Special Provisions section for further information. 
 
In all instances, documentation is required if assessment is to contribute towards a semester or exit result.   
 
Late and Non-Submission of Assessment 

 The teacher will make contact with parents/carers via email, letter or phone.  Parent contact must  
be recorded One School. 

 The late or non-submission of assessment must be recorded as a behaviour incident on OneSchool by the class teacher. 

 Assessment results will be awarded using evidence available on or before the due date. Drafts and class work (such as written 
class activities, rehearsal notes, photographs of work or teacher observations) will be marked against the assessment criteria and 
used as the student’s result for that assessment item.  When class work is used, the teacher will annotate the criteria sheet to 
describe the evidence being used to grade the student. 

 The student’s profile will be annotated to reflect that the assessment was handed in late without a valid reason.  For students in 
Years 11 or 12 this may result in a loss of credit for the subject towards their QCE, and ATAR.  QCAA deem that an overall result 
for a General course of study may not be allocated if a student does not submit or complete the summative internal assessment.  
For Applied subjects, an E standard cannot be awarded when there is no evidence demonstrated. 

 Students in the post-compulsory phase of education who persistently fail to meet the requirements of this policy may be subject to 
the Cancellation of Enrolment process. 

 
In some exceptional circumstances the Deputy Principal or Principal, in consultation with the relevant Head of Department, may grant 
special provisions conditions.  Refer to the Special Provisions section for further information. 
 
In all instances, documentation is required if assessment is to contribute towards a semester or exit result.   
 
Oral or Performance Assessment Tasks 
 
If a student does not complete an oral/performance on the due date and there is a valid excuse for the absence  
the following applies: 

 The teacher will make contact with parents/carers via email, letter or phone.  Parent contact must be recorded One 
School. 

 The late or non-submission of assessment must be recorded as a behaviour incident on OneSchool by the class teacher. 

 The student performs immediately on the student’s return or at a time determined by the teacher or Head of Department. 
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 In cases of group work the group members present complete the task using a ‘fill in’  
student. Upon return to school the student performs the original task or an alternative task  
of equal difficulty to the original. 

 In cases where students fail to complete an oral/performance, judgments will be  
made using evidence available on or before the due date. This may include rehearsals  
witnessed by the teacher prior to the due date or drafts of scripts submitted prior to the due date. 

 In cases where students do not perform, have not attended class during the unit being studied, and only if there is 
absolutely no evidence of drafts or class work/rehearsals viewed before the due date, a result of Not Rated (NR) will be 
recorded on the student’s profile after consultation with the Head of Department and Year Level Deputy Principal. For 
students in Years 11 or 12 this may result in a loss of credit for the subject towards their QCE, and ATAR.  QCAA deem 
that an overall result for a  
General course of study may not be allocated if a student does not submit or complete the summative internal 
assessment.  For Applied subjects, an E standard cannot be awarded when there is no evidence demonstrated. 

 
In some exceptional circumstances the Deputy Principal or Principal, in consultation with the relevant Head of Department, may grant 
special provisions conditions.  Refer to the Special Provisions section for further information. 
 
In all instances, documentation is required if assessment is to contribute towards a semester or exit result.   
 
Technology Use 
 
If an assessment task cannot be printed for submission, it may be emailed to the class teacher by 3:00 pm on the due date. 
 
If computer failure prevents the submission of an assessment task, the student must notify the subject teacher immediately.  The 
student must request an extension with the relevant Head of Department.  The student must produce proof of the assessment having 
been started or completed by presenting rough notes or a draft copy that has evidence of teacher feedback on progress.  An extension 
may be granted at the discretion of the relevant Head of Department using the Extension form. 
 
Lost Assessment 
 
Students who have lost an assessment task must discuss the matter with the relevant Head of Department  
as soon as possible.  The student must produce proof of the assessment having been started or completed by presenting  
rough notes or a draft copy that has evidence of teacher feedback on progress.  An extension may be granted at the discretion  
of the relevant Head of Department using the Extension form. 
 
Academic Misconduct 
 
Academic misconduct incorporates a broad range of behaviours in which students inappropriately and falsely demonstrate their 
learning.  Students in Years 11 and 12 must be aware that academic misconduct in summative internal and external assessment may 
mean that students do not receive and overall subject result for a course of study.  This may jeopardise a student’s eligibility for a 
Queensland Certificate of Education and ATAR. 
 
Types of academic misconduct and behaviours 
 

Type of misconduct Examples (may not be an exhaustive list) 

Cheating while under 
supervised exam conditions 

 Beginning to write during perusal time or continuing to write after the instruction to stop work is 
given. 

 Using unauthorised equipment or materials. 

 Having any notation written on the body, clothing or object brought into the assessment room. 

 Communicating with any other person other than a supervisor during an exam eg. speaking, via 
electronic device, passing notes, making gestures or sharing equipment with another student. 

Collusion  When working in a group, submitting a response that is not the individual’s own work (the 
response submitted by each student must be the student’s own work). 

 Assisting another student to commit an act of academic misconduct. 

 A student gives or receives a response to assessment. 

Contract cheating/ significant 
contribution of help 

 Arranging for a tutor, or person in a similar supporting role, to complete or significantly contribute 
to the response. 

 Paying for someone or a service to complete a response to an assessment. 

 Sells or trades a response to an assessment. 

Copying work  Deliberately or knowingly making it possible for another student to copy responses. 

 Looking at another student’s work during an exam. 

 Copying another student’s work during an exam. 

Disclosing or receiving 
information about an 
assessment 

 Giving or accessing unauthorised information that compromises the integrity of assessment, such 
stimulus or suggested answers/responses, prior to completing a response to an assessment. 

 Making any attempt to give or receive access to secure assessment materials. 
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Type of misconduct Examples (may not be an exhaustive list) 

Fabricating  Inventing or exaggerating data. 

 Listing incorrect or fictitious references. 

Impersonation  Arranging another person to complete a response to an assessment in place of the student, eg. 
Impersonating the student in a performance or supervised assessment. 

 A student completes a response to an assessment in place of another student. 

Misconduct during an exam  Distracting and disrupting other students in an assessment room. 

Plagiarism or lack of 
referencing 

 Completely or partially copying or altering another person’s work without attribution (another 
person’s work may include text, audio or audiovisual material, figures, tables, images, information 
or ideas). 

Self-plagiarism  Duplicating work or part of work already submitted as a response to assessment in the same or 
any other subject. 

 
Where academic misconduct is detected or suspected: 
 
At Monitoring: 

 The teacher will clearly indicate to students the section/s of suspected academic misconduct and the need for the student to 
significantly amend the work. 

 Record concerns and notify relevant Head of Department. 

 Inform parent of concerns and record contact in One School. 
 
At submission: 

 The student is to be interviewed and given the opportunity to prove ownership or authenticity of the work. 

 If academic misconduct is proven The Head of Department will make a judgement that either: 
o a result is awarded based on the original component of the task completed; or 
o a result is recorded but will not contribute to the student’s semester or exit grade. The student profile will be 

annotated to reflect this. For students in Years 11 or 12 this may result in a loss of credit for the subject towards their 

Queensland Certificate of Education, and ATAR. 

During an exam: 

 The supervising teacher will first enact classroom management techniques such as verbal warning to cease disruptive 

behaviour. 

 If academic misconduct behaviour continues the offending student will be referred immediately to The Hub. 

o The teacher will contact The Hub to notify the supervising Dean of the situation. 

o Upon completion of the exam session the teacher will contact the student’s parents and record the incident and 

parental contact on OneSchool.  The incident is to be referred to the relevant Head of Department. 

o The relevant Head of Department will set a behaviour consequence and make a judgement that either: 

 a result will be awarded based on the work completed that is original student work. 

 a result is recorded but will not contribute to the student’s semester or exit grade. The student profile will 

be annotated to reflect this. For students in Years 11 or 12 this may result in a loss of credit for the subject 

towards their Queensland Certificate of Education, and ATAR. 

 
Special Provisions 
 
Special Provisions exist to assessment ensure opportunities for eligible students to demonstrate their learning  
on the same basis as other students.  The College recognises that some students have disability and/or medical conditions  
that may be a barrier to their performance in assessment.  Special provisions is designed to assist these students.  Special  
provisions does not cover circumstances arising from the student’s or parent/carer’s choice.  Special provisions is usually applied  
under these categories: cognitive, physical, sensory, or social/emotional. 
 
Access arrangements: 

 are available to a student with evidence of a need that is not necessarily covered by the definition of disability, for example, a 
temporary injury or needs resulting in inclusive educational strategies 

 enable a student to access assessment and demonstrate their knowledge 

 do not change the assessment conditions. 
 
Reasonable adjustments: 

 are available to a student with evidence of a need and who has disability in accordance with a legal meaning.  Without 
reasonable adjustments, the disability results in substantial disadvantage for the student when compared to students without 
disability 

 allow for assessment conditions to be changed due to the barriers that may be experienced by the student with disability.  The 
integrity of the assessment instrument is not changed 

 may be unique and tailored specifically for a student’s needs. 
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Illness and misadventure: 

 provides for students whose ability to attend, or performance in, internal or external assessment  
was adversely affected by illness or an unexpected event resulting in emergent circumstances. 

 a student who has been approved for AARA is not eligible to apply for illness and misadventure  
consideration for the same condition, unless it can be demonstrated through evidence that a significant deterioration or 
complication of the condition occurred which diminished the student’s performance in assessment 

 The conditions must be unforeseen and beyond the student’s control.  An adverse effect must be demonstrated. 

 The situation cannot be of the student’s own choosing or that of their parents/carers, such as a family holiday. 
 
Special provisions are considered on an individual basis and decisions are made in consultation  
with the eligible student, parents/carers, school staff and, when applicable to Years 11 and 12 students,  
the Queensland Curriculum and Assessment Authority (QCAA).  QCAA refers to this process for students in  
Years 11 and 12 as Access Arrangements and Reasonable Adjustments (AARA). 
 
All applications for special provisions must be made as soon as possible using the College application form and submitted to either  
the relevant subject Head of Department, Deputy Principal or Principal.  All applications must be submitted with the required 
documentary evidence that will be retained by the College.  For students in Years 11 and 12 this documentation should be completed 
on the school template and information and accompanying documentation and may be shared with QCAA via the School Portal for the 
purposes of having AARA conditions approved by QCAA where required.  Applications for illness and misadventure related special 
provisions can be submitted up to 14 days prior to the assessment due date and no later than 7 days after the assessment due date. 
 
For students in Years 11 and 12 - Applications to QCAA for AARA for Year 12 General subject external exams must be made by: 

 End of February in Year 12 year where alternative format papers are required 

 End of Term 1 in Year 12 year for existing long-term and chronic conditions 

 By Week 5 in Term 3 of Year 12 year for short-term conditions or temporary injuries that are unlikely to resolve by mid-
October 

 By the end of Term 3 of Year 12 for AARA provisions that only require school-based Deputy Principal or Principal approval 
 
Supporting documentation required for submission with an application for special provisions is: 
 

 Medical report that provides the following information: 
o Diagnosis of disability and/or medical conditions 
o Date of diagnosis (date must cover the date of the assessment for which the application is being made) 
o Occurrence or onset of the disability and/or medical condition 
o Symptoms, treatment or course of action related to the disability and/or medical condition 
o Information about how the diagnosed disability and/or medical condition affects the student participating in 

assessment, particularly timed assessment when considering Years 11 and 12 external assessment 
o Professional recommendations regarding special provisions, if applicable 
o For students in Years 11 and 12 medical documentation for long term conditions must be dated no earlier than 1 

January of the year of the student’s Year 10 enrolment 
o For students in Years 11 and 12 medical documentation for short term conditions or temporary injuries, including 

mental health conditions such as anxiety and depression must be dated no earlier than six months prior to the 
assessment item that AARA is being applied for 

o For students in Years 11 & 12 the medical report must be completed on the QCAA medical report template 
accessed by staff from the School Portal.  A student must acquire a copy of the template from the Senior Secondary 
Deputy Principal or Senior Secondary Head of Department. 

o The medical report must be completed by a relevant general practitioner (GP), medical specialist, or psychologist 
(registered under Queensland’s Medical Practitioners Registration Act 2001 and/or Queensland’s Psychologists 
Registration Act 2001, and who is not related to the student or employed by the school. 

 
Supporting documentation required for submission with an application for illness and misadventure related special provisions is: 
 

 Medical report or certificate that provides the following information: 
o Diagnosed illness or condition 
o Date of diagnosis, onset or occurrence (date must cover the date of the assessment for which the application is 

being made) 
o Symptoms, treatment or course of action related to the condition 
o Explanation of the probable effect of the illness or condition on the student participating in the assessment 

 

 For non-medical claims, written evidence from a relevant independent professional or other independent third party including 
the following information: 

o Event details 
o Date of event occurrence or onset 
o Course of action related to the event 
o Explanation of the probable effect of the event on the student participating in the assessment 
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Examples of special provisions the College may approve to support eligible students may include: 
 

Special 
Provision 

Description & Conditions Approval Type for 
Internal School 

Assessment  
Years 7-12 

Approval Type for  
Year12 

External 
Assessment 

Alternative 
formal exam 
papers or 
assessment 
task sheets 

 Braille 

 A4 to A3 enlargement 

 Electronic format 

 Large font print papers 

 Black & white materials 

School-based 
decision by relevant 
Head of Department, 
Deputy Principal or 
Principal 

QCAA approved by 
application.  Must be 
submitted to QCCA 
by end of February in 
Year 12 

Assistance  Teacher aide assisting with manipulation of equipment and 
other practical tasks 

 Supervisor using student’s name in reading assessment 
instructions 

 Providing support and reassurance, and prompting the 
student to start or continue writing 

School-based 
decision by relevant 
Head of Department, 
Deputy Principal or 
Principal 

QCAA approved by 
application 

Assistive 
technology 

 Amplification system 

 Speech to text application 

 Magnification application 

 The type of assistive technology that the student may use to 
complete assessment will depend on variable factor, 
including the nature and severity of their disability and the 
type and purpose of the instrument. 

School-based 
decision by relevant 
Head of Department, 
Deputy Principal or 
Principal 

QCAA approved by 
application 

Bite-sized food  The student may take a sufficient quantity of bite-sized food 
in a clear container into the assessment venue.  Food must 
be unobtrusive in nature eg. not crunchy, strong-smelling or 
wrapped in noisy packaging 

School-based 
decision by relevant 
Head of Department, 
Deputy Principal or 
Principal 

School-based 
decision by relevant 
Deputy Principal or 
Principal 

Comparable 
assessment 

 An alternative comparable assessment that has not 
previously been administered to students in the subject 
cohort may be administered on a different date 

School-based 
decision by relevant 
Head of Department, 
Deputy Principal or 
Principal 

Not applicable 

Computer  The student may use a desktop computer or laptop with an 
approved software application eg. Microsoft Notepad or 
Microsoft Wordpad 

School-based 
decision by relevant 
Head of Department, 
Deputy Principal or 
Principal 

QCAA approved by 
application 

Drink  The student may take a drink, other than water, that is 
required for medical reason into the assessment venue in a 
clear, unlabelled bottle 

School-based 
decision by relevant 
Head of Department, 
Deputy Principal or 
Principal 

School-based 
decision by relevant 
Deputy Principal or 
Principal 

Diabetes 
Management 

 Bite-sized food 

 Drink 

 Blood-glucose monitoring equipment 

 Rest breaks to eat, measure blood-glucose level or access 
toilet facilities 

 Medication 

 Varied seating and rest time for practical aspects of 
managing the condition 

School-based 
decision by relevant 
Head of Department, 
Deputy Principal or 
Principal 

School-based 
decision by relevant 
Deputy Principal or 
Principal 

Extension  The student may be permitted an extension of the due date 
for submission or completion of an extended response, 
project, performance, or other non-exam assessment 
technique 

School-based 
decision by relevant 
Head of Department, 
Deputy Principal or 
Principal 

Not applicable 

Extra time  The student may be permitted additional working time at the 
rate of 5 minutes per half hour of examination assessment 
time 

Years 7-10: School-
based decision by 
relevant Head of 
Department, Deputy 
Principal or Principal 
Years 11 & 12: 
QCAA approved by 
application 

QCAA approved by 
application 
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Special 
Provision 

Description & Conditions Approval Type for 
Internal School 

Assessment  
Years 7-12 

Approval Type for  
Year12 

External 
Assessment 

Individual 
instructions for 
student with a 
hearing 
impairment 

 The student may be permitted a clean, unannotated copy of 
the written instructions. 

School-based 
decision by relevant 
Head of Department, 
Deputy Principal or 
Principal 

School-based 
decision by Deputy 
Principal or 
Principal 

Medication  Only prescribed medications may be taken into the 
assessment venue in a clear container 

School-based 
decision by relevant 
Head of Department, 
Deputy Principal or 
Principal 

School-based 
decision by Deputy 
Principal or 
Principal 

Physical 
equipment 

 Specialised desk or chair 

 Cushion or pillow 

 Crutches 

 Heat or cold pack 

 Towel 

 Other physical aid 

 Lighting 

 Ventilation 

 Temperature 

School-based 
decision by relevant 
Head of Department, 
Deputy Principal or 
Principal 

School-based 
decision by Deputy 
Principal or 
Principal 

Reader  The student may be permitted a reader that reads the 
assessment or the student’s response aloud as often as the 
student requests 

School-based 
decision by relevant 
Head of Department, 
Deputy Principal or 
Principal 

QCAA approved by 
application 

Rest breaks  The student may be permitted time to rest at the rate of five 
minutes per half hour of assessment time, taken at any time 
during the assessment 

Years 7-10: School-
based decision by 
relevant Head of 
Department, Deputy 
Principal or Principal 
Years 11 & 12: 
QCAA approved by 
application 

QCAA approved by 
application 

Scribe  The student may be permitted to work with someone who 
transcribes the student’s verbal response or directions 
during the assessment 

School-based 
decision by relevant 
Head of Department, 
Deputy Principal or 
Principal 

QCAA approved by 
application 

Varied seating  The student may be permitted varied seating 

 This may be: 
o Single student supervision (separate from the 

main assessment venue) 
o Small group supervision (separate from the main 

assessment venue) 
o Seated at the back, front or side of the main 

assessment venue 

School-based 
decision by relevant 
Head of Department, 
Deputy Principal or 
Principal 

School-based 
decision by Deputy 
Principal or 
Principal 

Venue  Changes to the assessment venue may be made due to 
severe weather conditions or other incident 

School-based 
decision by relevant 
Head of Department, 
Deputy Principal or 
Principal 

QCAA approved by 
application 

Vision aids  Coloured transparency overlay 

 Different lighting 

 Other vision aids 

School-based 
decision by relevant 
Head of Department, 
Deputy Principal or 
Principal 

School-based 
decision by Deputy 
Principal or 
Principal 

 
The College application form for applying for special provisions is included in Appendix Three. 
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Assessment Result Appeals 
 
Students must speak with the relevant teacher and ask for a review of the result.  In the occurrence the  
teacher will arrange for the student’s assessment item to be cross-marked by another teacher if this hasn’t already  
occurred through the assessment moderation process outlined in section 7. 
 
Should this not resolve the concern, the student must speak with the relevant Secondary faculty Head of Department for the subject to 
resolve the issue.  In the Junior School, the student must speak with the relevant Junior Deputy Principal. 
 
If a student still has a concern then the student must put their complaint in writing to the relevant year level Secondary Deputy Principal 
or Junior School Principal.  All written complaints will be acknowledged and investigated.  The outcome of the investigation will be 
reported to the student in a timely manner.  If the matter is still not resolved the year level Deputy Principal will forward the complaint 
and outcome of the investigation process already completed to the Principal.  The Principal will investigate and advise the student of 
the outcome. 
 
 
6. MARKING OF ASSESSMENT 
 
From the date of submission of an assessment task, teachers must ensure the following tasks are completed  
in a timely manner  
 

1. Mark the assessment item and include quality feedback to students on their achievement and recommendations for 
future improvements based on the assessment’s instrument specific marking guide, instrument specific standards, 
syllabus standards or achievement standards 

2. Discuss results and provide feedback to students 
3. Record results on individual student profiles and on the faculty digital markbook. 
4. Complete the assessment evaluation sheet (also required as per the moderation process) and submit it to the subject 

coordinator. 
 
At the end of every term teachers must submit a class achievement ladder to the subject coordinator or Head of Department/Head of 
Curriculum.  Year 12 Authority subjects must use the 50 point scale ladder (e.g. R6 ladder, with each level of achievement broken into 
10 bands, 1 being lowest end of the scale, 10 the top.  See Appendix Four).  Prep – Year 11 subjects may choose to use either a 15 
point scale ladder or a 50 point scale ladder as per directions from their Head of Department. 
 
Teachers of competency-based subjects must ensure they update the appropriate competency completion in One School to reflect 
student achievement towards the qualification at the end of every term. 
 
The subject coordinator and/or Head of Department/Head of Curriculum will collate the cohort achievement ladder.  Students that are 
not rated (NR) ranked on past performance as per the assessment policy or listed at the bottom if no evidence of student work has 
been submitted.  The Head of Department will discuss faculty performance with their line manager.  All cohort achievement ladders are 
to be saved in: 

 For Junior School G:\Curriculum\TeacherCommon\Junior School\Year ….\5 Achievement Ladders 

 For Secondary School G:\Curriculum\TeacherCommon\Secondary School\Faculties\[Faculty Name]\[Year Level & 
Subject Name]\5 Achievement Ladders 
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7. MODERATION OF ASSESSMENT 
 
Teacher judgement is at the heart of school-based assessment and requires that clear and shared  
understanding of standards are established and maintained.  As a large P-12 College with a number of classes in each  
year level, it is crucial that the College has clear and rigorous school-based moderation processes to ensure consistency of  
teacher judgements.  Not only does the College engage in formal school-based moderation processes, teachers also participate in 
external moderation processes as per Queensland Curriculum and Assessment Authority guidelines. 
 
Teachers are to save all files related to moderation of student assessment in: 

 For Junior School G:\Coredata\Curriculum\Junior School\Year ….\Relevant KLA\6 Moderation 

 For Secondary School G:\Curriculum\TeacherCommon\Secondary School\Faculties\[Faculty Name]\[Year Level & Subject 
Name]\6 Moderation 

 
Prep – Year 6 
 
All teachers in the Junior School participate in moderation processes for 2 pieces of assessment each term. The Junior school 
implements an internal ‘conference’ model procedure for moderating student work across classes. 
 
Phase 1 – Preparation: 
 
The teacher completes marking all student responses for the assessment task by the deadline set by the Deputy Principal.  This 
includes the Guide to Making Judgement (GTMJ) and student work being fully annotated with feedback to the student and clear 
indication given about the standards awarded within the instrument specific standards or criteria. 
 
Phase 2 – Year Level Moderation: 
 

a. Each teacher brings all completed assessment samples they identify within the term from their class to moderation.  All 
marked samples are placed into a folder with the 5 samples selected for moderation on the top. This folder is brought to 
the scheduled moderation meeting. 
 

b. The sampling pattern for the chosen folios/assessment tasks should be: 
 

 1 folio/assessment task of an A standard 

 1 folio/assessment task of a B standard 

 1 folio/assessment task of a C standard 

 1 folio/assessment task of a D  standard 

 1 folios/assessment tasks of a D standard 
 

If a folio/task from each level of achievement standard is not available, then select  
other folios/tasks to make up the 5 assessment samples.  A teacher may also include  
any sample folio/assessment task that you are unsure about the grade assigned. 

 
 

c. A moderation facilitator is appointed and ensures the process follows the clear set of protocols (see appendix 5). The 
protocols have been established to assist in maintaining effective professional dialogue. 

 
d. Teachers bring all samples to the moderation meeting and places them in the middle according to the grade that has 

been given. 
 

e. Teachers quietly review each sample and make notes on the moderation feedback form (see appendix 5) 

 

f. Once teachers have reviewed the examples presented the facilitator begins discussing the pieces and records 
information onto Teacher recording sheet (see appendix 5). Order of presentation of student samples – C, A, B, E, D. 
Unresolved cases will be presented at the relevant standard.  

 
g. Where disagreement about the awarded results exist, the facilitator leads a discussion regarding the disagreement with 

the class teacher.  The discussion is focussed on the quality and evidence demonstrated in the student assessment 
sample to reach consensus about the achievement standard awarded. 

 
h. The year level Deputy Principal reviews all moderation forms.  Where a dispute of grade was identified, the Deputy 

Principal will review the student sample assessment with the Deputy Principal to assign a final grade to the assessment 
sample.   
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Years 7-12 
 
All teachers at the College participate in formal moderation processes for every piece of assessment issued  
for all subjects in every year level.  These processes could occur each term, or at the end of a unit of work.  The  
assessment moderation process must be completed before the assessment item is included in a student’s end of term/end  
of semester grade for reporting to parents. 
 
Assessment Moderation Procedures: 
 
  Phase 1 – Pre-Moderation: 
 

a. The teacher completes marking all student responses for the assessment task no later than 10 business days of 
the assessment due date.  This includes the criteria sheet and student work being having been fully annotated with 
feedback to the student and clear indication given about the standards awarded within the instrument specific standards 
or criteria. 
 

  Phase 2 – Buddy Moderation: 
 

a. Buddy Moderation begins no later than 11 business days after the assessment due date and is to be 
finalised by 15 business days after the assessment due date. 
 

b. The teacher places the 4 samples clipped together in a folder and places a completed moderation form (see Appendix 
Five) in the folder.  The moderation form must have the teacher and class details filled in at the top, and the student 
names, and provisional grade/result completed.  The teacher also places all of the remainder of their marked student 
folios/assessment tasks from their class underneath the selected samples.  If a teacher has multiple classes these should 
be separated in some way in the folder so they remain a class set. 
 
For subjects that collect and store student assessment responses electronically, an electronic process that mimics the 
above is to be set up by the Head of Curriculum/Junior Deputy Principal/Head of Department.  This may be actioned 
through saving student responses in G:\Curriculum\TeacherCommon\ Secondary School\Faculties\[Faculty Name]\[Year 
Level & Subject Name]\5 Moderation or via a OneNote file saved in the same location. 
 

c. The teacher gives their moderation folder to their assigned Moderator Buddy no later than the 11th business day 
after the assessment due date.  For subjects with only one class teacher per year level the teacher gives their 
moderation folder to a subject teacher of the another year level or the Head of Department. 

 
d. The Moderator Buddy reviews the 4 samples in moderation folder and completes the comments and recommendations 

column of the moderation form to indicate what evidence in the folio/task has demonstrated the relevant achievement 
standard. 

 
e. Where disagreement about the awarded results exist, the Moderator Buddy looks at the remaining marked student 

folios/assessment tasks to see if the same issues have arisen in awarding of student results for non-sample student 
work.  The Moderator Buddy arranges a meeting to discuss the disagreement with the class teacher.  The discussion is 
focussed on the quality and evidence demonstrated in the student assessment sample to reach consensus about the 
achievement standard awarded.  Reaching consensus may involve the class teacher re-marking remaining student 
folios/assessment tasks taking the Moderator Buddy feedback into account.  If a consensus is not reached the Moderator 
Buddy reports the disagreement to the Head of Department/Head of Curriculum/Junior Deputy Principal who will enact 
step h. 

 
f. The Moderator Buddy returns the moderation form to the year level/subject Head of Curriculum/Head of 

Department by the buddy moderation deadline.  The Moderator Buddy gives the moderation folder back to the 
class teacher.  This process is to be completed no later than 15th business day after the assessment due date. 

 
g. The year level/subject Head of Curriculum/Head of Department reviews all moderation forms.  Where a dispute of grade 

was identified and unresolved, the Head of Curriculum/Head of Department will review the student sample assessment 
with a third teacher to assign a final grade to the assessment sample.  For Years 11 and 12 subjects, if a dispute cannot 
be resolved after this the Head of Department will seek advice from a Queensland Curriculum and Assessment Authority 
subject area advisor. 
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8. REPORTING 
 
Reporting processes are important because they assist the College to determine strategies and actions  
required for continuous school improvement, and assists in developing community engagement to maximise student  
learning.  The College acknowledges that encouragement and support from parents/carers are important elements in the  
learning process, so it is vital that these partners in education are well informed about student progress. 
 
Formal reporting to parents/carers occurs through written progress reports issued twice per year, at the conclusion of each semester.  
The Secondary school also issues interim reports at the end of terms 1 and 3. 
 
Teachers report to parents/carers on student achievement against the relevant achievement standards using a learning portfolio for 
each learning area/subject.  Student effort and behaviour is reported for all year levels and homework is also reported on in Years 7 - 
12.  The table below outlines the five-point reporting scales or achievement codes used across the different years of schooling. 
 

 Prep Years 1 - 6 Years 7 – 10 Years  11 – 12 

Achievement Australian Curriculum: 
 Applying 
 Making Connections 
 Working With 
 Exploring 
 Becoming Aware 

 Very High 
 High 
 Sound 
 Developing 
 Support Required 

 A 
 B 
 C 
 D 
 E 

QCAA subjects studied 
 A – E 
VET  
 Competency Achieved 
 Working Towards 

Competency 
 Competency Not Achieved 

Effort and 
Behaviour 

  Comment  Very High 
 High 
 Sound 
 Developing 
 Support required 

 Excellent 
 Very good 
 Satisfactory 
 Needs attention 
 Unacceptable  

 Excellent 
 Very good 
 Satisfactory 
 Needs attention 
 Unacceptable 

Homework    Satisfactory 
 Unsatisfactory 
 Not Applicable 

 Satisfactory 
 Unsatisfactory 
 Not Applicable 

 
The achievement codes described above also refer to corresponding descriptors that describe the level of skills and knowledge 
students are able to demonstrate in their learning at that point in time.  The table below outlines the achievement code descriptors. 
 

Year 
Level 

Achievement Code and Descriptors 

Prep 

Applying  

(AP) 

Making 
Connections (MC) 

Working With  

(WW) 

Exploring  

(EX) 

Becoming Aware 
(BA) 

N 

The student applies 
a thorough 
understanding of 
the required 
concepts, facts and 
procedures. The 
student 
demonstrates a 
high level of skill 
that can be 
transferred to new 
situations. 

The student makes 
connections using 
the curriculum 
content and 
demonstrates a clear 
understanding of the 
required concepts, 
facts and procedures. 
The student applies a 
high level of skill in 
situations familiar to 
them and is 
beginning to transfer 
skills to new 
situations. 

The student can 
work with the 
curriculum content 
and demonstrates 
understanding of the 
required concepts, 
facts and 
procedures. The 
student can apply 
skills in situations 
familiar to them. 

The student is 
exploring the 
curriculum content 
and demonstrates 
understanding of 
aspects of the 
required concepts, 
facts and 
procedures. The 
student applies a 
varying level of 
skill in situations 
familiar to them. 

The student is 
becoming aware of 
the curriculum 
content and 
demonstrates a 
basic understanding 
of aspects of 
required concepts, 
facts and 
procedures. The 
student is beginning 
to apply skills in 
situations familiar to 
them. 

Insufficient 
evidence to 
make a 
judgment. 

Years  
1-2 

Very High High Sound Developing Support Required N 

The student applies 
a thorough 
understanding of 
the required 
concepts, facts and 
procedures. The 
student 
demonstrates a 
high level of skill 
that can be 
transferred to new 
situations. 

The student makes 
connections using 
the curriculum 
content and 
demonstrates a clear 
understanding of the 
required concepts, 
facts and procedures. 
The student applies a 
high level of skill in 
situations familiar to 
them and is 
beginning to transfer 
skills to new 
situations. 

The student can 
work with the 
curriculum content 
and demonstrates 
understanding of the 
required concepts, 
facts and 
procedures. The 
student can apply 
skills in situations 
familiar to them. 

The student is 
exploring the 
curriculum content 
and demonstrates 
understanding of 
aspects of the 
required concepts, 
facts and 
procedures. The 
student applies a 
varying level of 
skill in situations 
familiar to them. 

The student is 
becoming aware of 
the curriculum 
content and 
demonstrates a 
basic understanding 
of aspects of 
required concepts, 
facts and 
procedures. The 
student is beginning 
to apply skills in 
situations familiar to 
them. 

Insufficient 
evidence to 
make a 
judgment. 
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Year 
Level 

Achievement Code and Descriptors 

Years 
3-10 

A B C D E N 

Evidence in a 
student’s work 
typically 
demonstrates a 
very high level of 
knowledge and 
understanding of 
the content (facts, 
concepts, and 
procedures), and 
application of skills 

Evidence in a 
student’s work 
typically 
demonstrates a high 
level of knowledge 
and understanding of 
the content (facts, 
concepts, and 
procedures), and 
application of skills. 

Evidence in a 
student’s work 
typically 
demonstrates a 
sound level of 
knowledge and 
understanding of the 
content (facts, 
concepts, and 
procedures), and 
application of skills. 

Evidence in a 
student’s work 
typically 
demonstrates a 
limited level of 
knowledge and 
understanding of 
the content (facts, 
concepts and 
procedures), and 
application of 
skills. 

Evidence in a 
student’s work 
typically 
demonstrates a very 
limited level of 
knowledge and 
understanding of the 
content (facts, 
concepts and 
procedures), and 
application of skills. 

Insufficient 
evidence to 
make a 
judgment. 

 
Students who have been identified as requiring an Individual Support Plan may be reported on differently.  Those students in this 
category who are engaging in the same curriculum and assessment as their peers will receive a standard student report. Students with 
an ISP may have additional comments reflective of their goal progress. 
 
Students accessing learning areas via an ICP will be reported on according to the identified juncture they are working towards. Junior 
and Secondary teachers will consult with the Support Teachers, where appropriate, to collaboratively report on the student. 
 
This table illustrates the criteria applied to determining a student’s effort and behaviour grade. 
 

EFFORT CRITERIA 

Excellent or Very High Very Good or High Satisfactory or Sound Needs Attention or Developing Unacceptable or Support 

Required The student: 
* Arrives at class every lesson 
ready to learn 
* Is an enthusiastic learner who 
tackles new challenges eagerly 
and with a positive attitude 
* Works very well independently 
and with others in group situations 
* Always completes daily class 
tasks in a timely manner to the 
best of their ability 
* Consistently follows teacher’s 
directions 
* Is able to transition easily from 
one activity to the next without 
teacher guidance 

The student: 
* Arrives at class each lesson 
ready to learn 
* Is an enthusiastic learner 
who tackles new challenges 
with a positive attitude 
* Works well independently 
and with others in group 
situations 
* Completes daily class tasks 
in a timely manner to the best 
of their ability 
* Shows perseverance in 
completing classwork in 
nearly all situations 
* Uses class time 
constructively 
* Follows teacher’s directions 
* Is able to transition from one 
activity to the next with 
minimal teacher guidance 

The student: 
* Arrives at class ready to learn 
for the majority of lessons 
* Is a steady learner who 
tackles most new challenges 
with a positive attitude 
* Works independently and in 
groups with some teacher 
supervision 
* Usually completes daily class 
tasks to a satisfactory standard 
that matches their ability 
* Shows some perseverance in 
completing classwork 
* Uses class time effectively 
* Usually follow teacher’s 
directions but with some 
correction 
* Is able to transition from one 
activity to the next with teacher 
guidance 

The student: 
* Arrives at some lessons 
ready to learn 
* Is a reluctant learner who 
finds it difficult to tackle any 
new challenges 
* Finds it difficult to work 
independently and in groups 
* Completes daily class tasks 
to a satisfactory standard on 
occasion 
* Shows little perseverance in 
completing classwork 
* Rarely uses class time 
effectively 
* Sometimes follows 
teacher’s directions 
* Finds it difficult to 
transition from one activity to 
the next 

The student: 
* Arrives at most lessons 
unprepared 
* Is a reluctant learner who finds 
it very difficult to tackle any new 
challenges 
* Finds it extremely difficult to 
work independently and in 
groups even with teacher 
supervision 
* Rarely completes daily class 
tasks to a satisfactory standard 
* Shows no perseverance in 
completing classwork 
* Rarely uses class time 
effectively 
* Requires frequent correction 
by the teacher to follow 
directions 
* Is unable to transition from 
one activity to the next even 
with teacher guidance 
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BEHAVIOUR CRITERIA 

Excellent or Very High Very Good or High Satisfactory or Sound Needs Attention or Developing Unacceptable or Support 

Required The student: 
* Consistently makes excellent 
behaviour choices in all lessons 
* Demonstrates behaviour that 
sets the standard for the class 
* Serves as a role model for other 
students with their good behaviour 
* Is consistently able to separate 
work and social times in class 
* Is always polite to adults and 
peers in and out of the classroom 
* Manages their feelings and 
emotions very well in the 
classroom 
* Reacts appropriately in all 
classroom situations 
* Is consistently respectful of 
others by taking the thoughts and 
feelings of others into account 
before speaking or acting 
* Always stays focused on the task 
at hand 

The student: 
* Consistently makes good 
behaviour choices in all 
lessons 
* Demonstrates behaviour 
that sets the standard for the 
class 
* Is able to separate work and 
social times in class 
* Is polite to adults and peers 
in and out of the classroom 
* Manages their feelings and 
emotions in the classroom 
* Reacts appropriately in all 
classroom situations 
* Is respectful of others by 
taking the thoughts and 
feelings of others into account 
before speaking or acting 
* Stays focused on the task at 
hand 

The student: 
* Consistently makes good 
behaviour choices in most 
lessons 
* Demonstrates behaviour that 
is respected by their peers 
* Is usually able to separate 
work and social times in class 
* Is polite to adults and peers in 
and out of the classroom 
* Manages their feelings and 
emotions in the classroom with 
minimal teacher direction 
* Reacts appropriately in most 
classroom situations 
* Is usually respectful of others 
by listening to their views and 
ideas 
* Stays focused on the task at 
hand with the occasional 
teacher redirection 

The student: 
* Is inconsistent in behaviour 
choices in most lessons 
* Demonstrates behaviour 
that is rarely respected by 
their peers 
* Finds it difficult to separate 
work and social times in class 
* Is, at times, impolite to 
adults and peers in and out of 
the classroom 
* Has difficulty managing their 
feelings and emotions in the 
classroom 
* Reacts inappropriately in 
some classroom situations 
* Is disrespectful of others at 
times  
* Inconsistently stays focused 
on the task at hand despite 
teacher redirection 

The student: 
* Consistently makes poor 
behaviour choices in the 
majority of lessons 
* Demonstrates behaviour that 
is not respected by their peers 
* Is consistently unable to 
separate work and social times 
in class 
* Is frequently impolite to adults 
and peers in and out of the 
classroom 
* Manages their feelings and 
emotions poorly in the 
classroom even with constant 
teacher direction 
* Reacts inappropriately in 
many classroom situations 
* Is disrespectful of others, 
rarely listening to their views or 
ideas 
* Rarely stays focused on the 
task at hand despite frequent 
teacher redirection 

 
Reporting timelines operate according to the following timelines each term or semester: 
 

Reporting Action Junior School Secondary School 

Reporting opens  4 Weeks for teachers to enter their results and 
proofread.  

2 Weeks for teachers to enter their results and proofread.  

Reporting buddy to check for errors and appropriate 
behaviour/effort grades, and teachers to make 
corrections. 

Reporting buddy to check against Faculty digital 
markbook/class ladder for errors and appropriate 
behaviour/effort/homework grades, and teachers to make 
corrections. 

Reporting closed for 
teachers  

Nominated date as per the College Calendar.  Nominated date as per the College Calendar.  

Admin to run draft 
reports  

1 day to follow up with staff with incomplete reports.  1 day to follow up with staff with incomplete reports.  

DPs to proofread reports and teachers make 
corrections. 

DPs to proofread reports and teachers make corrections. 

Final reports  Administration staff to prepare for emailing.  Administration staff to prepare for emailing.  

 
The table below outlines procedures for awarding levels of achievement for reporting purposes. 
 

Year Term 1 Semester 1 Term 3 Semester 2 

Prep – 
Year 6 

Not Applicable End of Semester 1 result. Not Applicable End of Semester 2 result. 

Years 7, 8, 
& 9 

Progressive results as 
indicated on the student 
profile for Term 1. 

Progressive result, as 
indicated on student profile 
for Semester 1.   

Progressive result, as 
indicated on student profile.  
Latest and fullest 
information to be 
considered. 
Semester-based subject – 
progressive results for Term 
3. 

Progressive result, as 
indicated on student profile.  
Latest and fullest 
information to be 
considered. 
Semester-based subject – 
progressive results for 
Semester 2. 

Year 10 Progressive results as 
indicated on the student 
profile for Term 1. 

Progressive result, as 
indicated on student profile 
for Semester 1.   

Progressive result, as 
indicated on student profile.  
Latest and fullest 
information to be 
considered. 

Progressive result, as 
indicated on student profile.  
Latest and fullest 
information to be 
considered. 

Year 11 Progressive results for Unit 
1 as indicated on the 
student profile for Term 1. 

Unit 1 exit result, as 
indicated on student profile.  
Latest and fullest 
information to be 
considered.  Based on 
syllabus criteria. 

Progressive result for Unit 
2, as indicated on student 
profile.  Latest and fullest 
information to be 
considered.  Based on 
syllabus criteria. 

Unit 2 exit result, as 
indicated on student profile.  
Latest and fullest 
information to be 
considered.  Based on 
syllabus criteria. 
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Year Term 1 Semester 1 Term 3 Semester 2 

Year 12 Progressive result, as 
indicated on student profile.  
Latest and fullest 
information to be 
considered.  Based on 
syllabus criteria. 

Progressive result, as 
indicated on student profile.  
Latest and fullest 
information to be 
considered.  Based on 
syllabus criteria. 

Progressive result, as 
indicated on student profile.  
Latest and fullest 
information to be 
considered.  Based on 
syllabus criteria. 

No school report provided.  
Statement of Results issued 
by QCAA.  Results awarded 
using syllabus criteria. 

 
Reporting Checklist  
 
Reports will not be accepted by your Head of Department/Deputy Principal if the following  
stages have not been signed off. Teachers need to ensure their organisation of time around assessment and  
reporting allows sufficient time for proofreading and corrections as follows:  
 
Classroom teacher  

Please ensure you complete each of the following steps:  
 WHEN REPORTING OPENS: check your class lists and report any anomalies (incorrect/missing students and alert relevant 

staff member ASAP). 
 Advise Head of Department/Deputy Principal of any potential N ratings; the year level Deputy Principal will confirm if N rating 

may be used.  
 Run a report to see if there are any missing entries, complete where needed. 
 Submit OneSchool Report to your reporting buddy as nominated by the Deputy Principal and final copy to your Head of 

Department.  
 
Reporting Buddy Junior 

Please check for the following and indicate any changes on the reports:  
 Check the level of achievement awarded for each student against the comment. 
 Check for spelling, grammar and punctuation errors use the reporting guidelines as a reference 
 Buddy to sign reporting checklist and return to teacher with any corrections needed before the deadline. 
 Please return corrections to the original teacher by the timeframe nominated by the Deputy Principal.  

 
Reporting Buddy Secondary 

Please check for the following and indicate any changes on the reports:  
 Check the level of achievement awarded for each student against the Faculty digital markbook or class ladder. 
 Does the level of achievement awarded for each student correspond with the effort/behaviour and homework standards for 

each student? 
 If students have any area which has be awarded a D, E or N for their level of achievement, effort, behaviour or homework, has 

the teacher requested a parent teacher interview?  
 Please return corrections to the original teacher by the timeframe nominated by the Deputy Principal.  

 
Classroom teacher  

When you receive your feedback please complete the following:  
 Make any necessary corrections, add the corrected reports to your originals and submit to your Head of Department by the 

nominated timeframe. 
 
 
9. PARENT TEACHER INTERVIEWS 
 
Parent Teacher Interviews are conducted twice per year in both the Junior and Secondary Schools in Semester 1 and Semester 2. 
 
The initial Parent-Teacher evening in Semester 1 allows teachers to communicate expectations, clear curriculum goals and  
assessment and reporting procedures to parents.  Teachers will provide a formal face to face conference with parents and carers at: 

 The end of term 1 in the Junior School – Teachers use the Interview Template (Appendix 6) 

 Early in Term 2 in the Secondary School 

 Junior School teachers will also offer an opportunity for parents to attend a face to face conference during Semester 2 - 
Teachers use the Interview Template (Appendix 6) 

 Secondary School conducts interviews in Term 3 in Semester 2 focussed on a student’s individual education and career plan 
and subject selection for the following year. 

 
Teachers are encouraged to contact parents and carers and invite them to a meeting to discuss their child's progress (academic and 
social). This is also an opportunity to clarify aspects of the Report for parents (if necessary) and to outline future goals and strategies 
that will be implemented to further the child's learning development. 
 
Parents are encouraged to participate in these conferences.  If a parent is unable to attend the meeting at the designated time, 
teachers are expected to provide other opportunities for conferencing, e.g. telephone interview, rescheduling the appointment. 
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It is expected that throughout the year, informal meetings will occur with parents and carers as the  
need or opportunity arises at mutually convenient times. This is to provide incidental feedback, strengthen  
school/community ties and to ensure that parents are well informed about their child's progress. 
 
During parent teacher interviews parents expect teachers to:  

 understand their child’s individual learning style  

 have a teaching and learning plan in place to cater for his/her needs, weaknesses and strengths  

 possess an awareness of and provide advice on areas for improvement for their child linked to the achievement standards of 
the subject/s you teach the child.  

 
Following is a suggested checklist of items, that when completed thoroughly, will ensure the successful negotiation of parent/teacher 
interviews and provide parents with accurate and meaningful insights on their children’s progress and ways they can assist them.  
 
Term by term, keep accurate formal records for each student on:  

 their home learning (homework)  

 skills/outcomes achieved  

 assessment of tests, group work, assignments, oral presentations 

 attendance, attitude, behaviour and effort.  
 
Also, create a section where anecdotal comments and observations can be recorded on every student. Specific examples on their child 
are appreciated by parents:  

 on individual student’s attitude, effort, ownership and behaviour  

 special attributes or achievements  

 these comments must be recorded during or immediately after each class or they will be lost in our business  

 this strategy wins parents’ confidence in us.  
 
Over a term, a bank of observations will build up on each child that will paint a comprehensive picture of his/her all round performance 
and progress for us to communicate to parents and use to tailor personalised learning for the student. 
 
 
10. SECONDARY STUDENT SUBJECT CHANGES 
 
This section of the policy provides direction for the College community on the processes and procedures that may take place in order 
for Secondary students to change subjects they have previously selected during subject selection processes facilitated in Semester 2 
the previous year.  
 
Upper Coomera State College has an extensive Education and Career Planning (ECP) Program conducted during Pathways and 
curriculum lessons. Heads of Department and Teachers are always available to assist students and parents in making informed 
decisions about subject selection. As the process is so thorough, the need for subject change should be minimal.  
 
Reasons for Subject Change  
 
In general a subject change may only be permitted in the following circumstances:  
 

1. Where despite all efforts a student is obtaining less than satisfactory results.  
 

In this instance, the student will be identified as requiring a subject change by either:  
• their classroom teacher;  
• through discussions between the student/teacher/parents at Parent- Teacher Interviews  
• the end of term analysis of reporting data; or  
• self-identified.  

 

2. Unsafe behaviours in practical subjects. Teachers are not to send students to administration directly for subject changes for this 
reason. Students must have completed a safety re-training program and must be referred via the HOD after subsequent safety 
breaches.  

 

3. The student has selected subjects that they have already completed.  
 

4. The student has selected subjects that are incompatible and unable to be completed at the same time. 
 

5. Failure to complete mandatory components of the course. Students must be referred to Administration via the HOD.  
 

A subject change will not be permitted in the following circumstances.  

 The student does not like the teacher or certain classmates.  

 The student wants to go to another class because their friends are there.  

 The student indicates that they did not know what the subject was about when they selected it.  

 The student’s performance is due solely to a lack of application.  
 

Administration will be the final arbiter for determining whether a subject change is appropriate and approved or not.   
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Years 11 and 12 Subject Changes 
 
Before changing subjects in Years 11 and 12, students and parents/guardians must carefully consider the  
impact that subject changes can have on a student’s eligibility to achieve a QCE and ATAR (if eligible).  It must be  
remembered that all students must have at least 3 subjects that remain the same across Years 11 and 12 to remain eligible  
for a QCE and an ATAR (if applicable).  It must also be noted that if a student exits a subject with a D or E grade they will receive no 
credit for that subject towards their QCE for that unit. 
 
Students may only change subjects as per the College Subject Change Policy.  Subject changes must fit within the following parameters: 
 
A subject change will only be permitted in the following circumstances: 
 

1. Where despite all efforts a student is obtaining less than satisfactory results.  In this instance, the student will be identified as 
requiring a subject change by either: 

a. Their classroom teacher or Head of Department;  
b. The end of term analysis of reporting data; or 
c. The student has been identified as being at risk of not achieving their QCE by the Senior Secondary Head of 

Department 
2. Unsafe behaviours in practical subjects. Teachers are not to send students to administration directly for subject changes for this 

reason. Students must have completed a safety re-training program and must be referred via the HOD after subsequence safety 
breaches. 

3. Has selected subjects that are incompatible and unable to be completed at the same time. 
4. Failure to complete mandatory components of the course.  Students must be referred to Administration via the HOD. 

 
Subject changes recommended by a teacher or Head of Department changes will only be reviewed at the following times.   
 

Year 12 No subject changes are able to be made as both Unit 3 and Unit 4 of each subject must be studied as a 
pair to accrue QCE points for a subject.  No students will be changed into VET subjects after Week 2 of 
Term 1. 

Year 11      At the end of Unit 1 or 2 only. 
 
There will be no changes between General subject types due to the foundational knowledge students need to build in Units 1 and 2 in 
order to be successful in Units 3 & 4.  Any permitted subject changes will be to Applied or VET subjects only.  The only exception to this 
will be necessary changes from Mathematical Methods and/or Specialist Mathematics to the General Mathematics strand. 
 
Administration, in consultation with Heads of Department, will make a decision regarding semester unit credits for senior certification.  
 
Student initiated subject changes will not be permitted.  Students must carefully select subjects that are suitable for their ability and 
intended career/study pathway beyond Year 12. 
 
Years 7-10 Subject Changes 
 
Students may submit a subject change application form, for the reasons indicated above, at any time. However, subject changes will 
only be reviewed at the following times.  
 
Year 10 - At the end of semester 1 and end of semester 2.  
 
Year 8 & 9 - No subject changes for elective subjects will be permitted.  Subject changes will only be considered in exceptional 
circumstances reviewed by a Head of Department and approved by a Deputy Principal/Principal.  
 
Year 7 – No subject changes are applicable as all Year 7 students study a core program of compulsory subjects as determined by the 
College. 
 
The school intends to make the recommended subject changes prior to the start of the next term. Where this is not possible, subject 
changes will be finalised by the end of the second week of each term. No subject changes will be permitted after this time. Subject 
change forms will be held over until the next review period.  
 
Changes may be authorised outside the times outlined above in extenuating circumstances. Any change will be negotiated between the 
relevant HOD and administration.  
 
 
PROCEDURES 
  
1. Students may collect a subject change form from Student Administration during breaks or before and after school only. The student 
must see their Year Level Deputy Principal or subject HOD to determine if there are places available in the requested subject.  
 
2. Students must obtain the approval of the current subject HOD and the new subject HOD. Approval is indicated by both HOD 
signatures on the subject change form. Students may not use class time to gain approvals.  
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3. Students must obtain parental/carer permission for the subject change. Parental permission for  
the subject change is indicated by a parent/carer signature on the subject change form.  
 
4. If a subject incurs a user pays subject fee, a parent/carer signature on the subject change form signifies an agreement  
by the parent/carer to pay the user pays subject fees. The College Finance Office will not process payments without a  
parent/carer signature on the subject change form.  
 
5. Students must pay the user pays subject fee in full and must also pay any outstanding fees from the previous subject (if applicable) 
prior to changing into the new subject. The College Finance Office will indicate payment of fees by signing the subject change form. If 
the family is experiencing financial difficulties please contact the Finance Office.  
 
6. Students may submit completed Subject Change Forms to the Student Administration during breaks or before and after school only. 
Subject changes will not be discussed during class time.  
 
7. For those students self-selecting a change, the closing date for  
submission of subject change forms will be Friday of Week 1 of each term or  
semester (depending on year level). Reminders will be placed on the student notices. 
 
Students will know if their application for a subject change for subject selection has been successful when they receive a new timetable.  
 
Subject changes will not occur in the following instances.  

 Late submission of subject change forms.  

 Submission of incomplete subject change forms.  

 The reason for requesting a subject change is outside of policy guidelines (outlined above).  

 The subject the student is requesting to change into is at capacity (State Schooling class size policy). A waiting list of students 
for subjects is to be maintained in the One School timetable.  

 If the student has unpaid user pays fees and the requested change increases a student’s user pays obligations. Payment of 
the difference in fees must be complete for the change to be approved. The potential refunds may be used to offset existing 
fees.  

 The subject change is not possible as it is not offered on a line that suits the remainder of the student’s subject selection.  

 The subject change means that students do not complete their compulsory program of study in Years 8 to 10.  

 The subject change affects Queensland Certificate of Education (QCE) eligibility.  

 The subject change affects ATAR eligibility for those students wishing to obtain an ATAR.  

 The student has outstanding assessment from the subject they are requesting to withdraw from. All assessment items must 
be submitted. 
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Appendix One – Assessment Task Marking Guides for Junior School 
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Appendix One Assessment Task Sheet Template Secondary School 
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Example of Instrument Specific Marking Guide for Years 11 & 12 Assessment Tasks 
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Example of Australian Curriculum Standards Elaboration Marking Guide for  
Years 7-10 Assessment Tasks 
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Appendix Two – Assessment Quality Assurance Tool 
 

Syllabus [Insert the syllabus name.] Instrument no.  

Technique [Insert the instrument type, as per syllabus.] 

Unit [Insert the unit number and name.] 

Topic [Insert the topic number and name, if appropriate.] 

 

Internal quality assurance advice 

Select the statement that applies to this assessment instrument. 

☐ This assessment instrument is ready for use with 

students. 

☐ This assessment instrument is not ready to be used 

with students — see the comments provided in the 

Validity and Accessibility sections below. 

 

If the assessment instrument meets the priorities for assessment, mark the box in the ‘Yes’ column. Do not 

write a comment. 

If the assessment instrument does not meet the priorities for assessment, mark the box in the ‘No’ column. 

Write a comment offering advice on how the assessment instrument could improve in this area. 

Validity — priorities for assessment 

Alignment Yes No Comment 

The assessment instrument gives students the opportunity to 

demonstrate their understanding of the subject matter for the 

unit and topic. 

☐ ☐  

The assessment instrument gives students the opportunity to 

cover the required assessable objectives and performance-

level descriptors of the ISMG. 

☐ ☐  

The assessment instrument addresses all assessment 

specifications. 

☐ ☐  

Stimulus items conform to syllabus specifications. ☐ ☐  

Scaffolding aligns with the specifications in the syllabus. ☐ ☐  

Authenticity Yes No Comment 

The assessment instrument allows for unique student 

responses, where appropriate. 

☐ ☐  

The context relates to subject matter for the unit/topic and 

provides a clear overview and framework for the assessment 

task. 

☐ ☐  

Authentication Yes No Comment 
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Validity — priorities for assessment 

Authentication Yes No Comment 

Authentication strategies reflect QCAA guidelines for assuring 

student authorship. 

☐ ☐  

Authentication strategies identify how individual students will 

be assessed during group work. 

☐ ☐  

Checkpoints are suitable for the task and align with the 

authentication strategies. 

☐ ☐  

Item construction Yes No Comment 

The task follows the conventions for item construction. ☐ ☐  

The assessment instrument avoids assessing the same 

knowledge or skills multiple times. 

☐ ☐  

Scaffolding does not repeat or redefine information that has 

already been provided in the assessment instrument. 

☐ ☐  

Scaffolding provides clear instructions that inform students 

about the processes they could use to complete the response 

or the presentation requirements for their response. 

☐ ☐  

Scaffolding does not lead students to a predetermined 

response. 

☐ ☐  

Stimulus items are relevant to the task. ☐ ☐  

Scope and scale Yes No Comment 

The scale of information, knowledge and skills students are 

required to demonstrate when completing the task is 

appropriate for the syllabus conditions. 

☐ ☐  

The scope of information, knowledge and skills students are 

required to demonstrate when completing the task is 

appropriate for the syllabus conditions. 

☐ ☐  

Stimulus items are of suitable scope and scale. ☐ ☐  
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Accessibility — priorities for assessment 

Transparency Yes No Comment 

The assessment instrument provides clear instructions using 

cues that align to the specifications, objectives and ISMGs. 

☐ ☐  

Language Yes No Comment 

The assessment instrument uses appropriate language and 

avoids unnecessary jargon, specialist language and colloquial 

language. 

☐ ☐  

The assessment instrument is free of errors and models 

accurate spelling, grammar, punctuation and other textual 

features. 

☐ ☐  

Layout Yes No Comment 

The assessment instrument uses bold, italics and other 

formatting features only where relevant. 

☐ ☐  

The stimulus contains minimal distractors and is accessible to 

all students. 

☐ ☐  

The response space provided is adequate and reflects the 

required length of the response. 

☐ ☐  

Bias avoidance Yes No Comment 

The assessment instrument avoids bias and inappropriate 

content. 

☐ ☐  

Audio and audiovisual elements are clear and audible. ☐ ☐  

Images, diagrams or other visual elements are legible, clear, 

relevant and accessible. 

☐ ☐  
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Appendix Three – Special Provisions Application Form 
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Appendix Four – Class Achievement Ladder – Year 12 
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                     Achievement Ladder   Year 7 – Year 11 Subject 
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Appendix Five – Assessment Moderation Forms for Junior School 
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Appendix Five – Secondary Assessment Moderation Form 
 
 

Year Level/Faculty 
[Subject Name] Internal Moderation Form 

 
Date:   Class Teacher:                      Class:       Reviewed By: 
 

Student name  
Provisional 

Result 
Comments and Recommendations 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

A/B/C  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

A/B/C  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

A/B/C  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

D/E  

Extra to check if required 
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Year Level/Faculty 
[Subject Name] Internal Assessment Evaluation 

 
Student Achievement: 

Total Number of students in class:  

The number of students that achieved particular levels of achievement were: 

A  B  C  D  E  

Percentage of students to receive C result or better:  

Achievement Breakdown (percentages): 

Result Boys Girls 

A   

B   

C   

D   

E   

Comments: (Things that aided or hampered student success) 

  

Assessment Review: 

Instructions about the task were clearly readable/understandable by students and/or parents? 

Very good  Good  Satisfactory   Improvement needed 

Comments: 

  

Was the marking scheme/criteria easy to interpret?  Did students know what they needed to do to 
achieve a particular level of achievement? 

Very good  Good  Satisfactory   Improvement needed 

Comments: 

  

Do the instructions/questions use cognitive verbs terms from the syllabus objectives, year level 
achievement standard or standards elaborations?  Is it clear for students which cognitions need to be 
used to create a response? 

Very good  Good  Satisfactory   Improvement needed 

Comments: 

  

How effective was the scaffolding given to students?  Eg. too much/not enough? 

Very good  Good  Satisfactory   Improvement needed 

Comments: 

  

Future Improvements – Teacher recommendations for changes to be made before use with the next 
cohort: 

Comments: 

  

Future Unit Delivery Improvements – Teacher recommendations for changes to be made to Unit at a 
Glance document, delivery of unit and assessment preparation before use with next cohort: 

Comments 
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Appendix Six – Junior School Parent Teacher Interview Template 
 
 

Parent – Teacher Interview Record Sheet 

Student:      Parent name/s: 

Date of Interview:     Time: 

Important information 
Relevant start of year diagnostic assessment results, anecdotal records, previous reports etc. Add areas of 
relevance. 
 

Intervention focus: Spelling: 

Guided reading group:  

Writing:  

Mathematics:  

 
Strengths: 
Personal, social, academic – may include specific examples. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Areas to improve: 
Concerns, challenges, behavioural, academic, other relevant concerns: 
 
 
 
 
 
Learning Goals and Strategies: 
Specific goals for the student – may involve learning behaviours, literacy or numeracy strategies, learning 
areas 
Mathematics 
 
 
 
English 
 
 
 
Science 
 
 
 
Behaviour 
 
 
Actions: 
What actions need to be taken by the teacher?  By the parent?  By the student?  How will progress be 
communicated? 
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Appendix Seven – Secondary Assessment Cycle Follow-up Guidelines for Teachers 
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Strategic Planning for Subjects 
 Long term subject planning documentation is prepared and saved in 

G:\Curriculum\TeacherCommon\Secondary School\Faculties\[Faculty 
Name]\[Year Level & Subject Name]\1 Faculty Documents 

 Unit at a Glance plans are to be saved in 
G:\Curriculum\TeacherCommon\Secondary School\Faculties\[Faculty 
Name]\[Year Level & Subject Name]\2 Unit Plans 

 Document with subject overview 
including content & skills taught and 
assessment plan 

 Unit at a Glance documents 

Development of assessment 
 Occurs before unit is delivered to students 

 Subject coordinator writes assessment item according to assessment 
plan for unit/semester already approved by HOD as per Section 4. 
Assessment of the Academic Policy. 

 Subject coordinator uses Secondary assessment template to format 
assessment item 

 Assessment task sheets and solutions or worked examples are to be 
saved in G:\Curriculum\TeacherCommon\ Secondary 
School\Faculties\[Faculty Name]\[Year Level & Subject Name]\3 
Assessment 

 A different teacher completes assessment quality assessment tool 
from appendix 2 of Academic policy. 

 HOD approves assessment item for issue to students 

 Subject Coordinator holds year level subject team meeting prior to 
unit being delivered to students to view and discuss assessment.  
Team reaches consensus about specific evidence required in 
student responses to meet each achievement standard in the 
instrument-specific criteria. 

 Academic Policy 
 Syllabus/study plan/TAS/ ACARA 
 Unit at a Glance Plan 
 Assessment plan 
 Quality Assessment Tool checklist 

Notification of assessment 
 Hand out task sheet and confirm monitoring date(s) and due date. 

 Task Sheet 
 Academic Policy 

Monitoring 
 Student has not met monitoring/draft due date by 3:00 pm. 

 Teacher only provides feedback on maximum of one draft of each 
student’s response (multiple drafts may still be collected as evidence 
of work and authentication of student work) 

 Record draft development progress results in personal and year level 
subject electronic markbook saved in 
G:\Curriculum\TeacherCommon\Secondary School\Faculties\[Faculty 
Name]\[Year Level & Subject Name]\4 Markbooks 

 Set classroom-based consequence 
for student for failure to meet draft 
due date – lunch or after school 
detention to complete draft 

 Contact parent/carer via 
email/phone/letter. 

 Record behaviour incident in 
OneSchool 

 Record parent contact in OneSchool 

Extensions 
 Where a student has an illness or exceptional circumstance and 

requires an extension they are to be referred to their relevant subject 
HOD ASAP. 

 Form - Request for extension 
 Student must provide documentation 

to support extension 
 HOD notifies teacher of approval or 

not 

Assignment not submitted on time  
 Where a student doesn’t provide a response to an assessment 

instrument by the due date, judgements will be made using evidence 
available on or before the due date (Drafts and annotated class 
observations and class notes/books are sufficient for this purpose).  

 Consequence issued to student by teacher and/or HOD– lunch or 
after-school detention where assessment item is completed (but will 
not contribute to marked result). 

 Set classroom-based consequence 
for student for failure to meet due 
date 

 Contact parent/carer via 
email/phone/letter. 

 Record behaviour incident in 
OneSchool 

 Record parent contact in OneSchool 
 Annotate student profile indicating 

late submission 
 List of late submissions given to HOD 
 At least 24 hours notice provided to 

parent if after-school detention issued 
(Phone or letter) 
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No assignment submitted  
 In cases of non-submission of student work, an “E” standard cannot 

be awarded where there is no evidence for it. Judgements will be 
made using evidence available on or before the due date (Drafts and 
annotated observations are sufficient for this purpose).  

 Result of NR is only recorded on student profile if absolutely no class 
work has been sighted by teacher prior to due date (e.g. if student has 
not attended class at all during unit being studied).  This is only used 
in extreme cases and must be approved by the HOD and Deputy 
Principal. 

 Consequence issued to student by teacher and/or Head of 
Department – lunch or after-school detention where student will work 
on assessment not submitted 

 Contact parent/carer via 
email/phone/letter. 

 Record as an Incident in One School 
 Annotate student profile indicating 

non-submission 
 List of non-submits given to HOD 
 At least 24 hours notice provided to 

parent if after-school detention issued 
(Phone or letter) 

Exam not completed on set date 
 Teacher notifies parent/guardian of student absence on test date 

 Student completes exam in next lesson they are present or at a time 
specified by the teacher 

 Teacher requests student provides parent note/medical certificate to 
explain absences on exam date 

 If no valid explanation for absence is produced by student, result is 
recorded but student profile annotated to indicate that result does not 
contribute to semester grade. 

 Contact parent/carer via 
email/phone/letter. 

 Record as incident in One School 
 Annotate student profile indicating 

non/late-submission 
 List of students who did not sit exam 

given to HOD 
 At least 24 hours notice provided to 

parent if exam is to be completed 
after school (Phone or letter) 

Student at risk of receiving a Not Rated (NR) for the semester 
and a loss of credit (Yrs 11 & 12 only for loss of credit) 
 Referral to Head of Department. Class teacher to provide a summary 

of actions taken to this point (classroom based consequences, parent 
contact, anecdotal records).  

 Teacher notifies parent/guardian of inability to issue grade due to non-
submission of assessment and informs of referral to Head of 
Department 
 

 Profile 
 Folio of work – evidence may be 

gained from class work 
 Anecdotal notes 
 Incident records on One School 

Student at risk of receiving a D or E grade for the term and/or 
semester 
 Teacher notifies parent/guardian that student is currently failing the 

subject.  Recommend actions that need to be taken by student to 
improve results. 

 Referral to Head of Department. Class teacher to provide a summary 
of actions taken to this point (Work It Outs, anecdotal records).  

 Profile 
 Folio of work 
 Anecdotal notes 
 Incident records on One School 

Marking & Assessment Moderation Process 
 Mark the assessment item and include quality feedback to students 

on their achievement and recommendations for future improvements 
based on the assessment’s instrument specific marking guide, 
instrument specific standards, syllabus standards or achievement 
standards 

 Assessment is marked within 10 business/school days of the 
assessment due date. 

 Record results on student profile sheets and faculty digital mark book 

 Complete assessment evaluation sheet and give to subject 
coordinator 

 Select 4 student folios/assessment tasks and assemble moderation 
folder.  Include completed moderation sheet.  Place marked 
assessment for all students in folder underneath sample. 

 Give moderation folder to buddy no later than 11 business/school 
days after assessment due date. 

 Discuss any disagreements in marking with moderator buddy to reach 
consensus about quality of evidence in student work and achievement 
standard to be awarded. 

 End of term give electronic class achievement ladder to subject 
coordinator/Head of Department. 

 Marked assessment items 

 Moderation sheet 

 Assessment evaluation sheet 

 Achievement ladder 
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 Work with subject year level team to prepare long term subject 
planning – subject overview information (content & skills taught) and 
assessment plan 

 Work with subject year level team to produce unit at a glance plans for 
duration of subject. 

 Produce assessment items and ensure quality assessment tool is 
used prior to HOD approval to issue to students. 

 Conduct year level subject team meeting prior to or no later than first 
week of unit delivery to view & discuss assessment for unit, reach 
team consensus about evidence required in student assessment 
responses needed to meet achievement standards. 

 With HOD assign moderator buddies within team for assessment 
moderation. 

 Monitor team to ensure teachers give moderation folder to moderator 
buddy by required due date. 

 Collate moderation forms into year level subject moderation report for 
Head of Department. 

 Subject Overview information saved 
in: 
G:\Curriculum\TeacherCommon\Seco
ndary School\Faculties\[Faculty 
Name]\[Year Level & Subject Name]\1 
Faculty Documents 

 Unit at a Glance document for every 
Semester/Unit saved in: 
G:\Curriculum\TeacherCommon\Seco
ndary School\Faculties\[Faculty 
Name]\[Year Level & Subject Name]\2 
Unit Plans 

 Subject assessment items (task & 
completed quality assessment tools) 
saved in   
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 Monitor and approve subject long term planning and unit at a glance 
planning. 

 Action/process assessment extensions with student/parent/caregiver 
information.  Notify teacher of outcome. 

 Compile list of late/non-submissions for year level subjects. 

 Assist subject coordinator to assign moderator buddies within subject 
year level team for assessment moderation. 

 Compile/receive from subject coordinator assessment moderation 
report. 

 Compile/receive from subject coordinator end of term achievement 
ladders for each year level subject. 

 Review profile, folio of work and any other associated documentation 
for students referred by teacher as at-risk of receiving NR. 

 Meet with at-risk student and/or parent/guardian to discuss actions 
that need to be taken by student in future.  Record all parent/student 
contact in OneSchool 

 Seek approval from Deputy Principal where no student evidence 
exists for reporting to award NR grade. 

 After parent/student contact has been made if no improvement refer 
student to Deputy Principal via OneSchool contact record. 

 Liaise with teachers regarding reporting grade and comment. 

 Notifies Senior Secondary teacher aide to remove semester credit 
from student (for Years 11 & 12 only) if applicable 

  

 Profile 

 Folio of work 

 Anecdotal notes 

 Incident records on One School 

 Student/Parent contacts recorded on 
OneSchool  

 Subject moderation report 

 Term achievement ladders 
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Step 1 
 For students who are significantly disengaged, Deputy Principal works 

with student and the student’s parents on the student’s Individual 
Student Management Plan. Consultation with Dean of Students & 
Student Welfare support staff may be required. 

 Maintenance of Individual Student 
Management Plan 

 Record parent contact in One School 

 

Step 2  
 Years 11 & 12 Deputy Principal to develop a summary of actions 

taken to this point. 

 Recommend cancellation of enrolment (Years 11 & 12 only) 

 Cancellation of enrolment (Years 11 & 12 only) – with Principal 
approval 

 Individual Student Management Plan 
Maintenance of Individual Student 
Management Plan 

 Records – One School 
 Notification of non-compliance letter 
 Show Cause letter 

 Cancellation letter 
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 Approves Final Cancellation of Enrolment issued to student by 
Years 11 & 12 Deputy Principal 

 Individual Student Management Plan 
Maintenance of Individual Student 
Management Plan 

 Records – One School 
 Notification of non-compliance letter 
 Show Cause letter 
 Cancellation letter 

 


